
Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karrie Eells 

Linesville, PA 164245136 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Becky and Jay Earl 

Reno, NV 895032015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Trombley 

Shrewsbury, MA 01545 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Anderson 

Sacramento, CA 958183509 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cherie Gaines 

Spring Hill, TN 371748603 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

PATRICIA NARDONE 

Union, NJ 07083 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie fisher 

Hawley, MA 01339 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

J McDaniel 

Belvidere, IL 610089730 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

brenda lee 

Wappingers Falls, NY 125903016 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kara Peragine 

Sacramento, CA 958264650 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Bergen 

Pittsford, NY 145343326 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Walter Alton 

Cherry Plain, NY 120400033 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Hankey 

San Diego, CA 921091119 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JOANN ECKSTUT 

Glen Ridge, NJ 070281207 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Kozbelt 

Oldsmar, FL 346776345 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

tHEODORE Johns 

Waterford, CT 063851843 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linnell Krikorian 

Manchester, NH 031032347 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Ryan 

Saint Louis, MO 631464415 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hester Stewart 

Paradise Valley, AZ 852532206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stasia Vercos 

Colorado Springs, CO 809235210 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Klein 

Issaquah, WA 980270130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Frederick 

Houston, TX 770776158 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Wilson 

,  85750 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

sven kockro 

niedergÃ¶rsdorf, AL 14913 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

marcia curran 

Frankfort, MI 496359531 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen Gwynn 

Oberlin, OH 440749600 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanie Thomas 

Atlanta, GA 30306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Lindsey 

, South Carolina 29483 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Byron 

Avon, CT 060013135 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Brand 

Pacifica, CA 940444156 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joy Desmond 

Lakeland, FL 338131881 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Sobanski 

Brooklyn, NY 11218 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Mallory 

Deridder, LA 706345521 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Adan 

Carmichael, CA 956081858 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Cecil 

Lakeville, MN 550448922 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Zasadil 

Loveland, CO 805385320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Campbell 

Villa Park, IL 601811752 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

carol selman 

West Orange, NJ 070523919 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Wylie 

Columbus, OH 432074074 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carl Thor 

,  R8N 1B9 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

lisa duaei 

Portland, OR 972332826 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martha McNamee 

Walnut Creek, CA 945951367 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Emsley 

Carmel, CA 93923 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Weber 

Madison, WI 537051369 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

MARK OFFERMAN 

New York, NY 100382307 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Lohnes 

Skagway, AK 998401285 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Howard 

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 334183714 

"



Patty Boyd 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are alarming, only one in three survive birth. They are starving with lack of 

salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patty Boyd 

Wilmington, DE 19805 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Strunk 

Chugiak, AK 995671650 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lucas Taylor 

Denver, CO 802033327 

"



SILVIA VARANI 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

SILVIA VARANI 

WASHINGTON, DC 20090 

"



Patricia Vignau 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Vignau 

Pembroke Pines, FL 330293068 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ron and Dorene Richman 

West Orange, NJ 070522015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Owens 

,  CF31 2QQ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lillian Nordin 

Holmen, WI 546369054 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Hill 

South Sutton, NH 032730485 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pascale Clerie 

Miami, FL 33177 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Name something, anything good about cruise ships....................   I'm waiting ...............I've got one !  

They would make excellent reefs ! 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Wissler 

Middlebury, VT 05753 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Pederslie 

Seattle, WA 981124554 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Kauffman 

Lansing, MI 48912 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Richards 

Burns, WY 820539130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sakura Jimenez 

Van Nuys, CA 914053331 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Packard 

Apple Valley, MN 55124 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Hufford 

Latrobe, PA 156503826 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Billy Steele 

San Diego, CA 921033243 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Annecone 

Englewood, FL 34295 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Vander Pluym 

Carrollton, TX 750075705 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Park 

Arcadia, CA 910065212 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosalinda Turner 

Canton, MI 48188 1041 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Farenkopf 

Fort Worth, TX 761323878 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

joe weis 

Reedley, CA 93654 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

patricia elliott 

Napoleon, MO 640747116 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Wuethrich 

Young Harris, GA 305821535 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wilhelmina Immoos 

Brooksville, FL 346018019 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Cassel 

Nashua, NH 030637622 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leo Matthews 

Las Vegas, NV 891150404 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ed Moritz 

Cleveland, OH 441191361 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD KETTYLE 

Duxbury, MA 023311938 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Howell 

Chicago, IL 606473755 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Kerman 

Warren, MI 480912138 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Chatlas 

,  60473 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Randall Tabor 

Yorktown, VA 236923518 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Eisenbeis 

Lodi, CA 952423732 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

C de Ben 

New York, NY 10009 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Mullen 

Saint Charles, MN 559721536 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Celia Bobrowsky 

Norwalk, CT 068515205 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jay Rice 

Novato, CA 949472075 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cecelia Askegard 

Dewitt, MI 488208995 

"



Clarisse Holman 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Clarisse Holman 

Silver Spring, MD 20903 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marie DesJarlais 

La Crosse, WI 54601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tracie Jones 

PARKER, CO 80138 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Murillo 

Glenside, PA 190381721 

"



Nancy Katz 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Katz 

Belmont, MA 024783008 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Ferguson 

North Hero, VT 054749597 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Wood 

,  70448 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

maria dimmerling 

Leola, PA 46487 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathi Gillin 

Yardley, PA 190676456 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jayne Carter 

Austin, TX 787041086 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elinore Olsen 

West Chicago, IL 601852125 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Hoover 

,  17578 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Zinkan 

Roswell, GA 300763235 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lori McKole 

Oak Harbor, WA 982778219 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth DuValle 

Chico, CA 959739297 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Avis & Jeff Fisher 

Mchenry, IL 600504428 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Knutson 

Hesperia, CA 92345 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Parham 

York, PA 17402 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

sam chapman 

Romney, WV 267575016 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Carter 

Temple Terrace, FL 336174126 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shaun G 

Henderson, NV 890113032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laraine Lebron 

Utica, NY 135026714 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Russ Abolt 

Santa Fe, NM 87505 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

The cruise industry has shown for years that they only care about profits, not the environment. It's time 

for them to clean up their act. Since they won't initiate such clean up themselves, these amendments 

are imperative. There are only about 75 orcas left in existence. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Miller 

Vienna, IL 629952026 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roxanne Daus 

Bronx, NY 104632305 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

SHELAGH TALBOT 

,  04442 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Bortoluzzo 

BRADFORDWOODS, PA 15015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Wright 

Portsmouth, VA 237043803 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jana Ash 

,  95966 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lillibette Abbott 

Groton, CT 063409214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Spicka 

Belgrade, MT 597149636 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DENISE LEOS 

Long Beach, CA 908083153 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

robin nadel 

Branford, CT 064051355 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

CHRISTINA GEORGIOU 

Cypress, California 02028 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rose Ann Kaiser 

Huntington, IN 46750-8957 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Mink 

Lancaster, PA 176014306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Carpenter 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

June Miller 

,  81948 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Tobia 

Philadelphia, PA 191443275 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Bangs 

Brooklyn, NY 112161111 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Capshaw 

Loveland, CO 805384048 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janel Y 

OSSEO, MN 55311 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lodiza LePore 

Bennington, VT 05201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Pate 

Akron, OH 443123548 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Fleisher 

Palm Springs, CA 922625353 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Kirk 

Pahrump, NV 89061 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hillary Tiefer 

Portland, OR 972193369 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jami Shaver 

Rockford, IL 611148065 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

anita kasbarian 

Kenilworth, NJ 070331423 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Loretta Ekoniak 

Canfield, OH 444069116 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Don Stocker 

Naples, FL 341198943 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

joyce and vince Small 

Wynnewood, PA 190961609 

"



Mr.          Robert                   R                  Huisman 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Huisman 

Hilton Head Island, SC 29926 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Pevnick 

Glendale, WI 53209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Edmondson 

Danville, CA 94526 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Bruce 

Fairbanks, AK 997074091 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Green 

Avon, CT 060013249 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Eberle 

Watervliet, NY 121892340 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Suzy Ellison 

Columbia, SC 292233018 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emma Petoia 

St Petersburg, FL 337071733 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Shaddick 

Gualala, CA 95445 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Ball 

Liberty Lake, WA 99019 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lydia Whitney 

Emmitsburg, MD 217279506 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Key 

,  75752 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Lomas 

Boulder, CO 80304 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Reitze 

Lakewood, CO 802283950 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Orr 

Espanola, NM 875334585 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Neff 

Coleman, MI 48618 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hector Reillo 

Minneapolis, MN 554033342 

"



ANDREW Zone GILMAN 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ANDREW GILMAN 

Skokie, IL 60077 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Johnson 

Reno, NV 895091189 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lenore Rodah 

South Pasadena, CA 910301823 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Smith 

Oakham, AL LE15  6HT 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nicole Dambrun 

White Lake, MI 483862912 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Dorian 

Pgh., PA, PA 15213 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Gregory 

Chuluota, FL 327669299 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cody Dolnick 

Joshua Tree, CA 922520887 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

schani nuripour 

Los Angeles, CA 900275504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dorian Atchison 

Live Oak, FL 320605879 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

GG ANSON 

Boise, ID 837023924 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elvi Bjorkquist 

Aurora, CO 800151250 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Johnson 

Siler City, NC 27344-8219 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Locarnini 

Charles Town, WV 254141314 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Watson Gooch 

Los Osos, CA 934022522 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Soares 

, -Select- 4100-168 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Teri Paquette 

Arlington, TX 760163734 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Garrison 

Denver, CO 802055320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Gillespie 

Gila, NM 880380375 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Kreisman 

Talent, OR 975406613 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Stannard 

Hudson, WI 540161889 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Maher 

Byron, NY 14422 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Clarke 

,  M5V 2X5 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Jenkin 

Walled Lake, MI 483903121 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn Oehlke 

Dripping Springs, TX 786203570 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Barclay 

Brooklyn, NY 112151911 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Hill 

Sinking Spring, PA 196089560 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Hutchinson 

Pacific Grove, CA 939503146 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Del E Domke ~ 

Bellevue, WA 98008-2711 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Antoine Lambert 

Sylmar, CA 913421182 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

CHARLES PORTER 

LADY LAKE, FL 32159 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Zollars 

Asheville, NC 288062163 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Medina 

Lee, MA 012389474 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Lowe 

Fairborn, OH 453245221 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Oxley 

Capitola, CA 950101626 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Bishop 

Bayfield, CO 811220245 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Pellino 

Carrollton, TX 75011 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Graciela Barajas 

San Diego, CA 921021441 

"



Stephen Beattie 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Beattie 

Waynesburg, OH 44688-9777 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Brown 

Hudson, OH 442362707 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Tuma 

Charlotte, NC 282054972 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Chappell 

High Falls, NY 124405413 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Vander Poo? 

Lake Tapps, WA 983918968 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Dervin 

Apopka, FL 32712 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marianne Fix 

Trenton, MI 481831711 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

david bradbury 

Santa Fe, NM 875016314 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gudy Terenzio 

Elda, WA 03610 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gretchen Corkrean 

Woodbury, MN 551259292 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DARRELL TARPKIN 

Bloomfield, NJ 070034710 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Gerald Thompson 

Everett, WA 982033873 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Pitts 

North Bellmore, NY 117103032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

sharon gooding 

South Molton, north devon, MD 88465 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Webster 

Green Valley, AZ 856141518 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Zieman 

Lincoln, NE 685072189 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

r g 

San Francisco, CA 941211004 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gabriella Brown 

Chicago, IL 606471789 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elihu Kover 

Brooklyn, NY 112181260 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edith Neimark 

Princeton, NJ 085405041 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Steponaitis 

San Francisco, CA 941099000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Kokowski 

Pittsburgh, PA 152163354 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Prema Swearingen 

Junction City, CA 960480207 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Mahoney 

Cleveland, OH 441272013 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jude Todd 

Santa Cruz, CA 950623559 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Batchellor 

Lutz, FL 335498758 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael K. Hampu 

Lakeland, FL 338092142 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anaan Dailhe 

Saint Albans, VT 05404 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Theodore Burger 

Bethlehem, PA 18017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Bullock-Wilson 

Carmel, CA 939237951 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Puma 

Miami, FL 331304146 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Glasser 

Boulder, CO 803016077 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madeline Mehall 

Berkley, MI 480722146 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maryjon McAvery 

Hamilton, VA 20158 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Mullarkey 

Hoffman Estates, IL 601691818 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lyndee Cunningham 

Camas, WA 986071266 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tiiu-Imbi Miller 

, Scotland EH10 6PY 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Dail 

Hampton, VA 236665564 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

dayni staddon 

Santa Fe, NM 87505 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Desiree Cortez 

Wimberley, TX 786765066 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Bateman 

Portland, OR 972122561 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julia Dickenson 

St Albans,  AL3 5NW 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lana Henson 

Oklahoma City, OK 731063815 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Bertsch 

Polson, MT 598607161 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

alan trent 

Roanoke, VA 240195113 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sybille Lange 

San Rafael, CA 94930 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon McMahon 

Divide, CO 808140759 

"



Calvin W Christopher 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Calvin Christopher 

Los Angeles, CA 90045 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tracy Gourville 

Wilmington, NC 284094533 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Constance Baughan 

Jacksonville, FL 322117615 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Harris 

Leesburg, FL 347488114 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kyle Gage 

Canandaigua, NY 144248382 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mya Stefanick 

,  94037 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharyl Swink 

Granada Hills, CA 913444805 

"



Jon Meyer 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Meyer 

Chambersburg, PA 17201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Klass 

Tucson, AZ 857412924 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Merat Saba 

New Brunswick, NJ 089011728 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Tripp 

Santa Clarita, CA 913903100 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carmen Patti 

Boston, MA 021112238 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shelly Kearns 

,  15044 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alyssa Melton 

Asheville, NC 288039518 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherita Wilson 

Amherst, NY 142282003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Mazzotti 

Cantrall, IL 626259754 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvie Auger 

,  G8Y 6S9 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Richmond 

Intercession City, FL 33848 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Goldberg 

Santa Cruz, CA 950602734 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Lawrence 

Mckinleyville, CA 955193448 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Tenney 

Escondido, CA 920261930 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Elam 

Newburyport, MA 019503008 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Waymon 

Newtown, PA 189402418 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Holland 

Sandoval, IL 62882 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

NINA VON DRACHENFELS 

Marina, CA 939333715 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Ann Gralinski 

West Warwick, RI 02893 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Prof. B. David Burke 

Harvard, IL 600333710 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Nigrini 

Shillington, PA 196072825 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roger Rollins 

The Plains, OH 457801079 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Heinrichs 

Yreka, CA 960972650 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Benkendorfer Salama 

,  22793316 

"



Amelia Linder 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amelia Linder 

Columbia, SC 29212 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Stone 

,  95035 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Kuntz 

Meridian, ID 836465637 

"



Bart Hickman 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bart Hickman 

Wallingford, PA 190866745 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Suzy Katsuda 

Los Angeles, CA 900311441 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ronni Metzger 

Mount Kisco, NY 10549 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ruvani de Silva 

Austin, TX 787444003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Weems 

Brunswick, ME 040113026 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

TAMI BRODY 

Oklahoma City, OK 731126010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Mesa 

West Hollywood, CA 900696424 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Lankenau 

Philadelphia, PA 191062607 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patti Adkins 

Buckeye, AZ 853961255 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susanna Chivian 

Cambridge, MA 021393903 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Jefferson 

Brighton, MA 021351431 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Mauldin 

Walnut Creek, CA 945953029 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Blum 

,  27519 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karynn Merkel 

Eureka, CA 95503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Susser 

Sewell, NJ 080802594 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Bailey 

,  CT6 5QQ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Hubbard 

Madison, WI 537054606 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Chisholm 

,  R3C 1J8 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Let's just convert them to hospital ships.   

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Stuart 

Spiritwood, -Select- S0J 2M0 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Vasquez 

Van Nuys, CA 914054459 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Shaw 

Arcata, CA 955214114 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsay H. Crow 

Cherokee, NC 287192338 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Muller 

Kensington, MD 208952718 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Hunter 

Marietta, GA 300643077 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon MacKinnon 

Englewood, FL 342236424 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marcela Zegada 

,  20854 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Samuel Martin 

Brest, SC 29200 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsey Lanpher 

Brooklyn, NY 112017087 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margo Rager 

Normal, IL 617614041 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Douglas 

Riverside, CA 925062841 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Raina Mendez 

Union, KY 410919086 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mari McShane 

Pittsburgh, PA 152181001 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells; only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving due to a lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021, and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Houdashelt 

Fort Collins, CO 805211645 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lorne Walters 

Brussels, Belgium,  01040 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Phipps 

Southbridge, MA 015504005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Lundquist 

Ashland, OR 975203005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karyl Goland 

New York, NY 100285903 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

larry gimbel 

Lake Oswego, OR 970343943 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

GORDON ABRAMS 

Poughkeepsie, NY 126031424 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

kevin schroder 

Houston, TX 770252013 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

N Murph 

Clarklake, MI 492349721 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Abraham 

Leominster, MA 014532015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Dixon 

Cut Bank, MT 594279148 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Forsythe 

, North Carolina 27608 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Kindfield 

Idyllwild, CA 925494071 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Larson 

Longmont, CO 805018801 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pauline Youngman 

,  NR7 8TQ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Debolt 

Boise, ID 837064346 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Gakenheimer 

Concord, MA 017424176 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lillian Swindell 

Charlotte, NC 282071804 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Finn 

Cupertino, CA 950141327 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Reagan 

,  91773 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Trumbull 

Boulder, CO 803067010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Chaffee 

Minneapolis, MN 55439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

jacqueline hill 

Saddle River, NJ 074582956 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Snyder 

Gurnee, IL 600311830 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sheri Rock 

Clovis, NM 881013608 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

We already know that extinction of any species causes catastrophic imbalances in ecosystems, even if 

the animal that is removed seems small & unimportant. Orcas are at the top of the food chain, so the 

imbalance that will result from their removal will topple that ecosystem like dominoes, with effects that 

we probably cannot fully foresee or even imagine. 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary-Kay Kilner 

Gambrills, MD 210541521 



"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ELIZABETH LUSH 

,  MK45 4HY 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Francisco 

SETUBAL,  4000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Ootes 

, NM M8Y2K6 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Dalziel 

, Thurrock SS17 8PJ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Scott 

Frederick, MD 217015203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Harper 

Lexington, KY 405043108 

"



Barbara Robinson 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Robinson 

Spokane, WA 99207 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Veronica Schweyenmaryknoll 

Croton On Hudson, NY 10520 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Palacio 

San Francisco, CA 941123621 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Hossan 

Fort Collins, CO 805243812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Janoski 

Ivoryton, CT 064421122 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Menti 

Maple Grove, MN 553113948 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Hazelton 

Bennington, VT 052019384 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patti Barto 

Silverado, CA 926760252 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wenchi Lu 

Gainesville, FL 326531928 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Hawker 

Norfolk, AL PE37 7TN 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Larsen 

Pfafftown, NC 270409033 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Estermarie Mandelquist 

Hadsten, Other 8800 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Sullivan 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Candace Primrose 

Sacramento, CA 958234758 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

karen berman 

Audubon, NJ 081061517 

"



julieanna kolankowski 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

julie kolankowski 

San Mateo, CA 94403 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Trisha Townsend 

Salt Lake City, UT 841052807 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ed Schehl 

Santa Cruz, CA 950632123 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin McNeilly 

Big Sky, MT 597160205 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Hocker 

Tigard, OR 972241265 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria DeSarno 

Fairfield, CT 068246946 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leeds Brewer 

Berlin, VT 056029182 

"



Lorenza Viola 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lorenza Viola 

Lebanon, NH 037662004 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Courtney Christoffer 

San Jose, CA 95125 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Friesenhengst 

Columbus, OH 432271405 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

EILEEN PERRY 

Woodbury, CT 067982605 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Truman 

Beach City, OH 446089314 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gillian Butler 

Gulfport, FL 337075048 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Georgia Mattingly 

Longmont, CO 80504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Sinski 

New Haven, CT 065113840 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Fergusson 

Annawan, IL 612347609 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Gibson 

Sebastopol, CA 954724812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Derwent 

New Albany, OH 430549467 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Zollars 

Fresno, CA 937044808 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Miller 

Tarrytown, NY 105915004 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

T C 

Crest Hill, IL 60403 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Brousseau-Anderson 

,  54701 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Favre 

Salina, KS 674018536 

"



Elizabeth Loczi White 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth White 

Petersburg, PA 16669 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Rowe 

Lyons, NY 144899020 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Tountas 

Lake Forest Park, WA 981551567 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JoAnne Locatis 

Grand Rapids, MI 495480828 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ergin Hazirci 

,  18210 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Walter 

Glenview, IL 600251737 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Greer 

Tucson, AZ 85705-1465 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Anderson 

Escondido, CA 920263167 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Grossi 

Los Angeles, CA 900411940 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Deora 

Portland, OR 972123202 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Ingersoll 

Oxford, OH 450569381 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Pedroza 

El Paso, TX 79936 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Sawyer 

Portland, ME 041033226 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Balentine 

Kellyville, OK 740394341 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Washil 

Irwin, PA 156423490 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Sutherland 

White Hall, AR 71602 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Imani B 

Brooklyn, NY 112071723 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Holcomb 

Minneapolis, MN 554273247 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki A Brigati 

Rapid River, MI 498789520 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

A W 

Rochester, NY 146063947 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Powell 

Pembroke Pines, FL 330271546 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Suky Hutton 

Seattle, WA 981163948 

"



Wister Miller 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wister Miller 

Fort Collins, CO 80525 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bryan Kahn 

Wellesley Hills, MA 024814813 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Becky Wood 

, England 43682 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher R Miller 

Griswold, CT 063513515 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

GARY MADOLE 

Palm Coast, FL 321647843 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Garnett 

Loveland, CO 805389603 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Harris 

Valdosta, GA 316013356 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Beeman 

Buffalo, NY 142172728 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Seger 

Kittanning, PA 16201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Rivera 

Mullica Hill, NJ 080629527 

"



Shirley Margaret Burt 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shirley Burt 

Gainesville, VA 20155 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Loo 

Morgan Hill, CA 95037 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Klein 

El Segundo, CA 902453259 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Thompson 

Woodstock, GA 301882975 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shirley Ruane 

Butte, MT 597013150 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Cook 

,  22939 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ralph Plumlee 

Millington, TN 380533700 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Jahn 

Denver, CO 802055141 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Fitzpatrick 

Bronx, NY 104651302 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Ryan 

Fayetteville, GA 302152964 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Roth 

La Mesa, CA 919423831 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Haukebo 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Evelyn Fraser 

Washington, DC 200181417 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matti Hirvonen 

, EtelÃƒÂ¤-Suomi 00750 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. WE MUST TAKE DECLINING POPULATION IN OUR 

ECO CHAIN SERIOUSLY. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber washwater into MOU waters in 

Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The warning signs for this species are 

sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are starving with lack of salmon. They are 

stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making matters worse.  

THE CRUISE INDUSTRY IS NOT PRIMARY TO A HEALTHY PLANET FOR EVERYBODY!! 

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. IT IS DISGUSTING TO LOOK TO OUR 

OCEANS AS TOILETS AND GARBAGE DUMPS. THE DISGRACE HAS CAUGHT UP WITH US AT THIS POINT! 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Barton 

Naches, WA 989379419 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Pazdziorko 

Otisville, MI 48463-9729 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Fulkerson 

Hillsborough, NC 272787805 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Delaney 

Mountain Top, PA 187071707 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Boyer 

El Sobrante, CA 948032760 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Kruse 

Louisville, KY 402062554 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steffen Heise 

,  06844 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tansy Woods 

San Diego, CA 921011674 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phoebe Bachleda 

Snohomish, WA 982902031 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Cetrone 

Lake Wales, FL 338985557 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

AMY GRACE 

Stillwater, MN 550825937 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Blick 

Del Mar, CA 920143241 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Brown 

, England NG5 5HP 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Seldon Goodwin 

Johannesburg, Other 2193 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gray Crouse 

Atlanta, GA 303072584 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Johnson 

El Segundo, CA 902453259 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nathaniel Feyma 

Eugene, OR 974042205 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ellen Burton 

Los Angeles, CA 900354627 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jutta Pyhalampi 

Fort Mill, SC 297086512 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Pardee 

Knoxville, TN 379196631 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Fiona O'Reilly 

, Offaly D09 H9A0 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Gleason 

Sedalia, CO 801358522 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frances Sullentrop 

San Antonio, TX 78228 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Grass 

Grafton, WI 530242289 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Anthony 

Hot Springs, AR 71901 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Liz Lawrence 

Sea Bright, NJ 077602203 

"



Hey Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Sulich 

Fargo, ND 58103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane McCutcheon 

Seattle, WA 981256827 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Johnson 

Las Vegas, NM 877014369 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Estabrook 

Leesburg, FL 347882763 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pong Louie 

Brighton, MA 021353117 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nan Williamson 

Grants Pass, OR 97527 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Becky Wood 

Somerton, OH 43682 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Natalie Parr 

,  DT4 9LD 

"



Judith A Hodges 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Hodges 

Yardley, PA 190673042 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Kober 

Fitchburg, WI 537114601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sara CA Rafter 

Longmont, CO 805015345 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

julie young 

,  43213 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Landskron 

Winter Haven, FL 33884-3535 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Walker 

,  B677ht 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Rankin 

Huntington Beach, CA 926484019 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Moxley 

Asheville, NC 28803 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amanda Weeman 

Orangeburg, SC 291184053 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

kimble darlington 

Smith River, CA 955679536 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Kelsberg 

Antioch, CA 945092009 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

b edwards 

Woodacre, CA 949730124 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Niles 

Randle, WA 983779623 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dianna Holland 

Philadelphia, PA 191443763 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Gill 

Pittsford, NY 145342935 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Danielle Joo 

Minneapolis, MN 554461434 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kurt Kiebler 

Overland Park, KS 662072851 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

frank thomas 

Manchester, NH 031034402 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shelly Van Lanen 

Lexington, KY 405131219 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Epatko 

Herndon, VA 20170 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cayla Coleman 

San Rafael, CA 949012560 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brad Keller 

Tillamook, OR 971418986 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Hinshaw 

Dallas, TX 752181149 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Klein 

Cornwallville, NY 12418 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Drucker 

East Northport, NY 117314120 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Tuttle 

,  12345 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Dominiak 

Reston, VA 201912334 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Liss 

Brooklyn, NY 11228 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roxanne Hartung 

South Bend, IN 466192721 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

nancy morris 

New Albany, OH 430549343 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Morgan 

Moorpark, CA 930212114 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rehana Huq 

Ithaca, NY 14850 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Linda Cummings 

St. Louis, MO 63122 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Eisenbeis 

Bothell, WA 98012 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Rossi 

Waterford, MI 483271668 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Niels Henrik Hooge 

Copenhagen, -- Select -- 2300 S 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Gonzales 

Lancaster, CA 935368321 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Hall 

New Britain, CT 060513421 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Richards 

Ames, IA 500106251 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shoshanah Naiman 

Chapel Hill, NC 275178647 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel McKeighen 

Rocklin, CA 957656253 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Hanson 

Santa Monica, CA 904053428 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Gonzalez-Wohl 

Santa Monica, CA 904043562 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Grimm 

San Marcos, TX 786662405 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Squires 

Chicago, IL 606142616 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sonja Nelson 

Englewood, CO 801133774 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Grete Nygaard 

,  N-4514 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

jean ladnier 

Gulfport, MS 395072244 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas Spring 

Wilbraham, MA 010951164 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

S. R. 

Bogart, GA 306221742 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andres Grigio 

Key Biscayne, FL 331492404 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Domigan 

Tinton Falls, NJ 077537685 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemary Morano 

Gladstone, MO 641182337 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Klicka 

East Longmeadow, MA 010281417 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Szabo 

,  48103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Keli Myers 

Fort Mill, SC 297087211 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Gaffey 

Fiddletown, CA 956290313 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

RenÃ© Flores M. 

Bonita, CA 919022666 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Walklet 

,  E17 3PA 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Richards 

,  45103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Schroer 

Dayton, OH 454092817 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Esakoff 

New York, NY 100262503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dean Onessimo 

West Palm Beach, FL 334187327 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gerd Zeibig 

New York, NY 100302398 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Selle 

,  43015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susannah Sulzman 

Albany, NY 122081303 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Denison 

Towson, MD 212044225 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marie Bailey 

Chandler, AZ 852495786 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

laura glenn 

Overland Park, KS 662142646 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Casarsa 

Tonawanda, NY 141502920 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Monica Leverett 

Florence, MA 010621049 

"



Kurt Nichols 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kurt Nichols 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Berigan 

Cohasset, MA 02025 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katarina Dulude 

Cranston, RI 029202251 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Yasuda 

San Ysidro, CA 921733144 

"



Frances T Palacio 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frances Palacio 

St Augustine, FL 32095 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Lanzman 

Dyke, VA 229351111 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brandi Frantz 

Freeburg, IL 622431011 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Heugh 

Chesterfield, MI 48047 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Licini 

Santa Fe, NM 875016173 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Vedder 

Frankfort, KY 406011832 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Moore 

Spray, OR 978748263 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kris Schmidt 

Roslyn, PA 190012233 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Long 

Elk, CA 954329204 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Whaley 

Eureka, CA 955038913 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Muhammad Lowe 

Coatesville, PA 19320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Watts 

Evergreen, CO 80439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Carpenter 

Tamarac, FL 333214248 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret McCabe 

Chevy Chase, MD 208153212 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leon Faulkender 

Keego Harbor, MI 483201342 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Stimpson 

Brooklyn, NY 112172209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dixie Mullineaux 

Berkeley Springs, WV 254115720 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cama Merritt 

Winston Salem, NC 271041135 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Pitts 

Glen Alpine, NC 286280193 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Krenkel 

Larchmont, NY 105382209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jaclyn Sanborn 

Minneapolis, MN 554081180 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kiara Serafin 

Minneapolis, MN 554132527 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Marvin 

New York, NY 10014 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Bemis 

Sandy, OR 31537 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Goodstein 

Milwaukee, WI 53222 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Gajda 

Passaic, NJ 070557001 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Aileen Boyce 

Santa Barbara, CA 93105 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

KEN FRANK 

Kauneonga Lk, NY 127490503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

pauline thomas 

Butte, MT 597016620 

"



Robin Sell 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Sell 

Woodinville, WA 98019 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Toby Clarke 

Alameda, CA 945017173 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Fisher 

Burlingame, CA 940105426 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Fuchs 

Neptune Beach, FL 322664812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Carbone 

Annandale, VA 220035814 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Shaffer 

Wakefield, RI 028791828 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anita Scheunemann 

Rochester, WA 98579 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn Greff 

Findlay, OH 45840 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Christensen 

Laguna Niguel, CA 926775646 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Scheer 

Germantown, TN 381386255 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sam Rushforth 

Orem, UT 840974300 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Harry Santi 

San Leandro, CA 945791239 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brittany Livingston 

Tampa, FL 336242597 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Griffin 

Reedsville, OH 45772 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rolf Friis 

Louisville, KY 402181645 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alfred Gonzales 

Salinas, CA 939013109 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Hayes 

Slc, UT 841064011 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Clasby 

Mount Vernon, WA 982746123 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Junker 

Rockford, IL 611094454 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Celia Montgomery 

Sunnyside, NY 111041833 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Norma Blaisdell 

Gloucester, MA 019301253 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Liza Avelino-David 

Plattsmouth, NE 680484720 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jamie Crow 

Portland, OR 972031023 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Grifo 

Chicago, IL 606252087 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Nieman 

Weaverville, NC 287879652 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christa Carpentiere 

Seattle, WA 981154719 

"



Kathy Johnson 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Johnson 

,  23454 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

R London 

Atlanta, MI 497090133 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Liza Avelino-David 

Plattsmouth, NE 680484720 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Koors 

Minneapolis, MN 554142507 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Ingenito 

Mount Joy, PA 175529058 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Landherr 

Roseville, MN 551136509 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Slack 

Etobicoke, AL M9P 1W1 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frederick Tuck 

Stanardsville, VA 22973 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Molly Mott 

East Sandwich, MA 025371609 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Helene Treil 

, ÃƒÅ½le-de-France 92600 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Dorough Johnson 

Fort Atkinson, WI 53538 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

nancy emerick 

Boonton, NJ 070051137 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ron and Malinda Thal 

Cloverdale, CA 954254305 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Cioffi 

Wakefield, MA 018802619 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lll D 

Berkeley, CA 94707 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Antonia Grinnan 

Beverly Hills, MI 480254808 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Sloan 

Butler, PA 16001 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Gerry 

Friendship, ME 045474147 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deb Cosenza Kirsch 

Cold Spring Harbor, NY 117241905 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Deason 

,  36203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Nommensen 

Austin, TX 787521316 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sonia Orozco 

Turlock, CA 953821061 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

alison durland 

Kensington, MD 208953402 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dayana Avila 

Plantation, FL 333231760 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alyssa Darlington 

Fairfield, OH 450144535 

"



JT HYLAND 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JT HYLAND 

Port Orange, FL 32127 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Diaz 

Evanston, IL 602012465 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susanne Varlese 

Boulder, CO 803042962 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Carroll 

Jonesboro, AR 724013643 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

M. Edmund Howse 

Austin, TX 787532248 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shannon Dreger 

North Ridgeville, OH 440391238 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Stevens 

,  19406 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine James 

Palo Alto, CA 94306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Bartley 

Bainbridge Island, WA 981101611 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ericka Abrams 

Aurora, CO 800157512 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Pearce 

Brentwood, TN 370274305 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Stevenson 

Oxford, OH 450562529 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Wood 

Meadowview, VA 24361 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Breen 

Greenwich, CT 068314112 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Minovitz 

Northridge, CA 913261703 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Greenhill 

Reston, VA 201913913 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Stermer 

Phoenix, AZ 85023 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Post 

Ely, NV 893150154 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annie Winsor 

Thousand Oaks, CA 913622727 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Curry 

,  10465 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Laxier 

Del Rey Oaks, CA 939405727 

"



Debra D.Rutkowski 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra D.Rutkowski 

Hickory Hills, IL 60457 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Karp 

Palm Desert, CA 92261 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sissi Asperti 

Miami Beach, FL 331394530 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Lincoln 

Wyandotte, MI 481927891 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Salata 

,  T0c1g0 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Ervin 

San Diego, CA 921173751 

"



Michele Tursi 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Tursi 

,  20170 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

perry harris 

Chester, NY 109184214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Marie Banack 

Wilmington, DE 198042320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Szilagyi 

Vancouver, WA 986650549 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marietta Bala 

Estero, FL 341352034 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brandy Byrd 

Vancouver, British Columbia 48072 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Morrison 

Hartley, IA 513467496 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

LAINE Elliott 

Salem, AL 368741705 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Clare 

Encinitas, CA 920244602 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Campbell 

Richmond, CA 948032433 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Carraher 

Columbia, MO 652019425 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

SusanKay Lester 

Roseburg, OR 974711722 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer DeLoia 

Mandeville, LA 704487562 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Sokol 

Englewood, CO 801115849 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Kartinen 

Brooklyn, NY 112492878 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ralph Brown 

Brooklyn, NY 11205 3206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rainbow Di Benedetto 

Austin, TX 787508264 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patti Sobecke 

,  54521 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Bulla 

Saint Augustine, FL 320865905 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debby Maendl 

Goodyear, AZ 853952106 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Abernathy 

Sammamish, WA 980757441 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth Jackson 

Knoxville, TN 379206456 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

carla Posthumus 

, Noord-Holland 1274jm 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Natalie DeBoer 

Henrico, VA 232296337 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Claire O'Neal 

Lexington, KY 405154761 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Wright 

Bisbee, AZ 856030132 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Johnson 

Anaheim, CA 928011327 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Loraraine Ricci 

Cranston, RI 029102501 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Spirn 

Palo Alto, CA 94301 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Walsh 

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Gibson 

Rockland, MA 2370 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Leader 

Asheville, NC 288048811 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Silvia Steinhilber 

Mesa, AZ 852041908 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Chrisman 

Niles, MI 491201320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothea Morgenstern 

Sacramento, CA 958312757 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann-Marie Spata 

Seattle, WA 98115 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Trisha Winn 

Kankakee, IL 609015903 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle McLaskey 

Orient, IL 628744216 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Vick 

Decatur, GA 300301459 

"



Elin Poneman 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elin Poneman 

Nokomis, FL 34275 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anita Boehm 

Golden, CO 804032133 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria De La Fuente 

Broomfield, CO 800205216 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

jimmie lunsford 

San Diego, CA 921766642 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherri Berthrong 

Alexandria, VA 223071936 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Miller 

Grand Rapids, MI 495031971 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemary Hewett 

South Hamilton, MA 019822645 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Justin Foster 

Fort Mill, SC 297150127 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Green 

,  11566 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leena Kiuru 

Milwaukee, WI 532175336 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ALLISON RILEY 

Monroeville, AL 364608502 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Pierce 

Irving, TX 750624701 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

stacy roberts 

Sandy Springs, GA 303284298 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Olsen 

Corvallis, OR 973302705 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Epler 

Beaverton, OR 97007 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie van Haaff 

New York, NY 100332054 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Sanfilippo 

Eugene, OR 974053604 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sam Morrison 

Livingston Manor, NY 127587531 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Caley Ream 

Salem, OR 973062955 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Gallo 

Elgin, SC 290458366 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Haggerty 

East Lansing, MI 48823 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Rotzler 

Iowa City, IA 522405641 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Birgitta Martinez 

Los Angeles, CA 900413144 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Dawn 

Coquille, OR 974239618 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Peterson 

San Antonio, TX 782441254 

"



Audrey Yingling 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Audrey Yingling 

Saginaw, MI 48602 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Colleen Lynch 

Spokane Valley, WA 992162189 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Hancock 

Austin, TX 787222341 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renny Bryden 

Largo, FL 337712422 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard L. Giovanoni 

Morton Grove, IL 600532261 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Iosif 

Bellingham, WA 982256580 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shaun Hubbard 

Friday Harbor, WA 982500805 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Jehn 

Cochranton, PA 163148606 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

TIMOTHY PETRITES 

Gary, IN 464032253 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sanra Alworth 

San Ysidro, NM 870530021 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Drewelow 

Evansdale, IA 507071832 

"



Maureen McDonnell 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen McDonnell 

Madison, WI 53711 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madeline Spain 

Miami, FL 33172 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

J Heasley 

Portland, OR 972101033 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Petty 

, -Select- 55414 

"



Max Rowan 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Max Rowan 

Midvale, UT 84047 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Olson 

Hudson, WI 540161637 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Chinn 

Cloverdale, CA 954255457 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Liana Vazquez-Gits 

Dekalb, IL 601152541 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Baker 

,  97504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Maffei 

Bend, OR 97702 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Karsten 

Grove City, OH 431233421 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

MJ Rotzler 

Iowa City, IA 522405641 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maggie Reese 

Jacksonville, FL 322188642 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Esposito 

Sparks, NV 894312320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Spugnardi 

Bellmore, NY 11710 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ilse Maene 

, Brabant wallon 3370 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mitchell Mead 

Spring, TX 773893315 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Barone 

Westford, MA 01886 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa O'Rourke 

Chandler, AZ 852860236 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bryan Boppert 

Swampscott, MA 019072209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marisa Morales 

Denver, CO 802383796 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Gallagher 

Glenview, IL 600254217 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Lemlin 

Fairfield, IA 525564148 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Hegarty 

Ny, NY 11104 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Tompkins 

Manchester, CT 060407086 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bettina Cooke 

Silver Spring, MD 209042312 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Danielle LaVaque-Manty 

Ann Arbor, MI 481052812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Gutierrez 

Pensacola, FL 325038017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

sherrri hodges 

Phoenix, AZ 850518117 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Fangue 

Covington, LA 70433 

"



Mel Doherty 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

The ocean is not a place to dump chemicals.  

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mel Doherty 

Miami, Florida 33145 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tara Crane 

Sebastopol, CA 954723407 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roy farrant 

Seattle, WA 981053602 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mindy Sturgis 

Westminster, MD 211579451 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jamespaul Newlin 

Houston, TX 770572914 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Finlay 

Brick, NJ 087243220 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nora Groeneweg 

Lakewood, CO 802282937 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dede Goddard 

Sonoma, CA 954768213 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Thryft 

Boulder Creek, CA 950069676 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Tilley 

Columbus, OH 432294332 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Lehman 

Needham, MA 024923142 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Krueger 

Chicago, IL 606265010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

steve adler 

Chicago, IL 606251197 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janis Branneky 

Atlanta, GA 303053044 

"



susan schlick 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

susan schlick 

Watsonville, CA 95076-9712 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Breese 

Rock Hall, MD 216611611 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Colligan 

Hartford, CT 061053921 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Wathen 

Highlands Ranch, CO 80130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Hall 

Columbus, OH 430852906 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Nelson 

Bloomington, MN 554201237 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Almgren 

Lynnwood, WA 980876914 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Tomasko 

Erie, CO 80516 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kate King 

Smyrna, GA 300808407 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angie Raspa 

Great Mills, MD 206342548 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Smock 

Portland, OR 972251033 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jolene Gordon 

Clinton, OH 442169685 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Manard 

Chesapeake, VA 233202819 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Stoneton 

Orrington, ME 044743906 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen J. Hutson 

South Holland, IL 60473 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Nelmes 

Saint Petersburg, FL 33705-5661 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lael Blackmore 

Seattle, WA 981226420 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Liz Kranz 

,  K0J2A0 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Pentelow 

Wellingborough, -Select- NN9 6AW 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Detheux 

,  H1Y 3A8 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Prusch 

Scotia, NY 123022721 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim King 

South San Francisco, CA 940802653 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Solanki 

Taos, NM 875716363 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Mooney 

New York, NY 100331750 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Lockwood 

Bozeman, MT 597158027 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Oliver Johnson 

Blackstone, VA 238244360 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julia Smith 

Louisville, KY 402071251 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Fitzgerald 

Vernon Rockville, CT 060663529 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Ratliff 

Sarasota, FL 34231 

"



Carol And Barry Zone Meehan 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol And Barry Meehan 

Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Randy Shonkwiler 

Chicago, IL 606372767 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brigitte Tawa 

Boulder, CO 80303 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeremy Spencer 

Pacifica, CA 94044-3318 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Tatosian 

Rockford, IL 611084418 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Koyama 

,  59715 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Craig 

Asheville, NC 288011349 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Campillo 

,  28031 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Conroy 

Youngstown, OH 44511 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lucy Block 

Castle Rock, CO 801099550 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

christopher james 

Truckee, CA 961622137 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Heermans 

Las Vegas, NV 891082888 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Antonia Graeber 

Palos Verdes Estates, CA 902741133 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jaime Hudson 

Hemet, CA 925436103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Agoston 

Brooklyn, NY 112053422 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Erlinda Cortez 

Long Beach, CA 908071808 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Kaneichi 

Marina Del Rey, CA 902926133 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Shovlin 

Edinburgh,  EH13 9BG 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Luptak 

Memphis, TN 381176540 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Danne Emery 

Alameda, CA 945027032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

R.V. Williams 

Port Charlotte, FL 339542557 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

S L 

, SC 29650 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Jacobson 

Brooklyn, NY 112171905 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Prest 

Jackson, MO 637552599 

"



Ele Conroy 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ele Conroy 

Boardman, OH 44512 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Izak-Sunna 

,  3071LM 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Lewis 

San Luis Obispo, CA 934017816 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

todd beasley 

Columbia, SC 292015130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Becky LaC 

Gardner, MA 014402607 

"



Cooper Hayes Simmons 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cooper Simmons 

Cincinnati, OH 452152637 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Edmonds 

, SantarÃ©m 4480 144 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

RoseMarie Morelan 

Etowah, TN 373315211 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Lang 

New Orleans, LA 701177851 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alberto Vazquez 

Miami, FL 331335026 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mushtaq Syed 

Santa Clara, CA 95050-4630 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Coy 

Sarasota, FL 342315214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roxy Gray 

Canton, MA 020211750 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Brenneman 

Colorado Springs, CO 809063917 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

B Bryant 

Destin, FL 325415004 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Henderson 

Auburn, MA 015012416 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Albers 

Manchester, CT 060405218 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terence O'Leary 

King Of Prussia, PA 194063190 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Pankewicz 

Raymond, ME 040716560 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth Ferack 

Westland, MI 481864814 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tina Al-Ghussain 

,  62208 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Detweiler 

Camp Hill, PA 170118408 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Gold 

New York, NY 100144324 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Miller 

Peoria, IL 616143200 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Volgman 

Bend, OR 977016798 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Minnich 

Sacramento, CA 958349622 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Yaim Cooper 

Princeton, NJ 98008 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nadia Gulledge 

Ukiah, CA 954820975 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Kristan 

Alna, ME 045353002 

"



Jonathan Weinstein 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Thomas 

Austin, TX 78757 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Shea 

Harborcreek, PA 164211048 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Ackerman 

Milwaukee, WI 532174319 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nikki Hovekamp 

Redondo Beach, CA 902774162 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Sharp 

Marina, CA 939332504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Cook 

San Mateo, CA 944035015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Abercromby 

Merrick, NY 115662131 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Heinle 

Santa Monica, CA 904034066 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Prieto 

North Las Vegas, NV 890305673 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Kannerstein 

Lafayette Hill, PA 194441214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

steve Crozier 

Birmingham, MI 480091422 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

rosetta woodruff 

Danville, GA 310172524 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

M D 

Hanson, MA 023412036 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Soeren Widmann 

Salach, AL D 73084 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Lee 

Madera, CA 93637 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lester Scafidi 

Athol, MA 013311877 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

B E 

Voorhees, NJ 080432941 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Meagan O'Connor 

Rohnert Park, CA 949281844 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Doreen Tignanelli 

Poughkeepsie, NY 126035103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mel Deo 

,  P51 NY24 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Alexander 

Loveland, OH 451404802 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Monica Gorlick 

St Augustine, FL 320956720 

"



Peggy Kocoras 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Kocoras 

Northfield, MA 01360 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Drummond 

Loveland, CO 805376837 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alison Yates 

bolton, AL 55667 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Burr 

Los Ranchos, NM 871141127 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Dressel 

Oceanside, CA 920566677 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Hovekamp 

Redondo Beach, CA 902774162 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

REBECCA REID-JOHANSSON 

Fresno, CA 93728 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

PATRICIA PAUL 

Acme, PA 156102236 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Levin 

Kingston, WA 983469684 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Martinez 

Pittsburg, CA 945655935 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Woodruff 

MADISON, WI 53717 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Dirnbeck 

West Frankfort, IL 628964167 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Collett 

Lewes,  BN7 2ND 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kaylene Schultz 

Phoenixville, PA 194603692 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stacey Marchig 

Upper Chichester, PA 190613852 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Killebrew 

Oakland, CA 946102415 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Baker 

Goshen, IN 465265856 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Ellen Koehler 

Baton Rouge, LA 708105174 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Stauber 

Braintree, MA 021841012 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Lambert 

Marlborough, MA 017527223 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Himelhoch 

Mcminnville, OR 971289425 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Jaskolka 

Waukesha, WI 531884535 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kristine Miller 

Des Moines, IA 503112112 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leon Broski 

Sturgeon Bay, WI 542352979 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy McNeil 

, -Select- 63324 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cheri Kunz 

Woodinville, WA 98077 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Posch 

Orlando, FL 328258902 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

lynn thorensen 

, California 95060 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Schnee 

Sebastian, FL 329588658 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joao Rei 

, Ilha de SÃ£o Miguel 9500 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Francyne Mixon 

Merrillville, IN 464104957 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Fraidin 

New York, NY 100235956 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Shaw 

St.-Colomb-de-Lauzun, Lot-et-Garonne 47410 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Kareis 

Pittsburgh, PA 15221 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matt Karlgaard 

Brainerd, MN 564016183 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ana Corina Nasiescu 

, IL 00000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terri Haney 

Lynnwood, WA 980366773 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deedra Bartlett 

Athens, OH 457018907 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margery Race 

Austin, TX 787413302 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsey McNeny 

Hutchins, TX 751414004 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alison Yates 

Waterbury, VT 056761302 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn St. John 

Boulder Creek, CA 950069511 

"



BARBARA LEINBACH 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara LEINBACH 

Wyomissing, PA 19610 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wanda Myers 

Twisp, WA 988569774 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

S P 

Chatsworth, CA 913113153 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Veronica Polston 

Stewartstown, PA 173634032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Scherrer 

Seattle, WA 981034657 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Bindewald 

Pittsburgh, PA 152061632 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Betsy Jumper 

Bethel, AK 99559 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Thomas 

Daytona Beach, FL 321174138 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Berry 

Falls Church, VA 220411318 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robb Mottl 

North Bend, WA 980459272 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Haber 

Austin, TX 78749 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Caryl McIntire Edwards 

Harrison, ME 040403911 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Taylor 

Warren, MI 480932587 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Light 

Cannon Beach, OR 971101296 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Vigil 

Cedar Hill, TX 751048305 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Doucette 

Providence, RI 029042237 

"



Laci McGee 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laci McGee 

Grapevine, TX 76051 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Beil 

Camarillo, CA 93021 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Peters 

Eaton Rapids, MI 488279632 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

VIRGINIA CLARK 

Scottsdale, AZ 852511537 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maren Culter 

Seattle, WA 981255921 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Malaroche 

Madison, NJ 079401312 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amber Olson 

Brooklyn, NY 11201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William O'Brien 

Shepherdstown, WV 254434678 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dominique Dans 

,  4100 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Barela 

Golden, CO 804016904 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Morse 

Irvine, CA 92620 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Elenis 

Delaware, OH 430159291 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annika Karlson 

South Lyon, MI 481788982 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Soenksen 

De Witt, IA 527429408 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Hughes 

Galveston, TX 775506749 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Robbins 

,  98155 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia M. Richards 

Laurel, MD 207072630 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Hyland 

Oakton, VA 221241227 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Cox 

Natick, MA 017601930 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daun Schultz 

Hartford, WI 530279789 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karin Dolph 

Clovis, CA 93619 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

V R Sansone 

Vallejo, CA 945918037 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kaitlyn Kittell 

Seymour, WI 541651258 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Posnick 

Concord, MA 017423447 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Beck 

Oakland, CA 946091603 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Andrews 

, Manchester M9 0RQ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phil Goldsmith 

Portland, OR 972102986 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Eisenberg 

Stuart, FL 349978750 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline McCracken 

El Paso, TX 79924 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annick Richardson 

Dayton, OH 454292618 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Johnson 

North Aurora, IL 605421776 

"



Christina Helene Lofstead 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Lofstead 

Wheeling, WV 260035763 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bechi Currier 

Howell, NJ 077312096 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Thomas 

New York, NY 10013 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Harris 

Rumson, NJ 077601412 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Argo 

Charlotte, NC 282776752 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amelia Kroeger 

Minneapolis, MN 554273817 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Ballin 

Toronto, AL N2L3C5 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Caplan 

Boulder, CO 803057136 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

tess Fraad 

New York, NY 10009 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Uran 

Nevada City, CA 95959 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Van Dyke 

Tarpon Springs, FL 346886533 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christi Dillon 

Mooresville, NC 281176519 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Reimel 

Kentwood, MI 495085319 

"



RÃ©mi Perrenoud 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

RÃ©mi Perrenoud 

Paris 20Ã¨me, -- Select -- 75020 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karla Peter and John Priepke 

Sandy Hook, CT 064821247 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol McLeod 

Houston, TX 770463600 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Gordon 

Whiting, NJ 087594306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

L M 

Cypress, TX 774333386 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James DiMunno 

Long Island City, NY 111011949 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Bowers 

Columbia, SC 29223 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Arber 

Marfa, TX 798431453 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Christiano 

Mundelein, IL 600602005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Myra Perez 

Marengo, IL 601522463 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Heinz Remold 

Brookline, MA 024455838 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leonard Piersialla 

Willow Springs, IL 604801369 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wendolyn Hill 

Lyme, CT 063713002 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

AnnMarie Sardineer 

Trafford, PA 15085 

"



Kenneth Solomon 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth Solomon 

La Crosse, FL 326580441 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tracey Talentino 

Naples, FL 341097645 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Waitman 

Boulder, CO 803053407 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Salonia 

Carlsbad, CA 920087003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Klar 

Tampa, FL 33603-3118 

"



Shawna Hovis-Mayer 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shawna Hovis-Mayer 

,  85282 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Binderim 

Kingwood, TX 773393140 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Cohn 

Maple Glen, PA 190023144 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

stÃ©phanie mazza 

,  35230 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jesse Kozak 

Encinitas, CA 92009 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Tester 

Maysville, KY 410569030 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Schemehorn 

Fishers, IN 460382636 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Decie 

Hackettstown, NJ 078401602 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JEANNE DOHERTY 

Chicago, IL 606343638 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Tremblay 

Carsonville, MI 484199039 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Taylor 

Silvis, IL 612822822 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shane McDonald 

Broomfield, CO 80020 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jerami Prendiville 

Santa Rosa Valley, CA 93012 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve & Nancy Gould 

New York, NY 100144382 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phillip Lester 

Centerville, OH 454584957 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Blake Leyerle 

South Bend, IN 466171163 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

LeAne Rutherford 

Sacramento, CA 958163929 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Doyle 

Garrettsville, OH 442319617 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Wright 

New York, NY 100283052 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Haley 

Castaic, CA 91383 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Colleen Cronin 

Alexandria, VA 60202 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Broder 

Kenmore, NY 142171003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Kniolek 

Austin, TX 787276918 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Orlando 

Seattle, WA 981053145 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Urban 

Manassas, VA 201123317 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Brown 

Ramseur, NC 27316 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terry C. 

Aurora, CO 800147398 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

rita huston 

Raymond, NH 030771318 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Champelli 

Oak Park, IL 603021646 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tracy Desens 

Alpine Meadows, CA 961469755 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Simone Restelli 

cerro maggiore, AL 20023 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Keefe 

Braintree, MA 021846336 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Boehm 

Denver, CO 802074035 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Ramirez 

Hayward, CA 945411747 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Horsthuis 

Sonora, CA 953708727 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ole Kristensen 

Calumet, MI 499139115 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edna Mullen 

Saint Charles, MN 559721536 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Clark 

Saint Paul, MN 551043468 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Markley 

Festus, MO 630285506 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pete Barron 

Eugene, OR 974015272 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eleanor Porciello 

Ventura, CA 930036327 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ani Parnagian 

New York, NY 100241700 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

joan budd 

Pleasantville, NY 105701157 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marcie Clutter 

Inverness, FL 344529225 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Claude Duss 

Auburn, CA 956027916 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Meredith McMindes 

Stockton, CA 952129479 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Danielle Machotka 

San Anselmo, CA 949601809 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Murray 

Menomonie, WI 547512395 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Borfitz 

Galway, NY 12074 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Schacht 

Grosse Pointe Park, MI 482301114 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Walter Chaney 

Warwick, RI 028884417 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela York 

Palo Alto, CA 94306-3018 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shirley Ackerman 

Louisville, KY 402042444 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Heisler 

, British Columbia V3H 3S3 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

obie hunt 

Bronx, NY 10456 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Collins 

Dover, DE 199045823 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ron De Stefano 

Mt Arlington, NJ 078562300 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ethan Middlebrooks 

Sunnyside, NY 111041027 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Walter 

Lancaster, NY 140863314 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roth Woods 

Ann Arbor, MI 481035422 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU.  Animal abusers and those idiots that condone such insane 

behavior should be locked up in a mental institution. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Juanita Hull 

Riverdale, UT 844054036 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Miller 

White Haven, PA 186618535 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Allison 

Mineola, TX 757734692 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barb Smith 

Saint Louis, MO 631091517 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dianna Damkoehler 

Bloomington, IL 617055251 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

L. L. Wilkinson 

Taos, NM 875711406 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kent Minault 

Knoxville, TN 379175601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cesar Chanlatte 

Lawrenceville, GA 300431411 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Bayless 

,  64152-2773 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Silvio Fittipaldi 

Philadelphia, PA 191143132 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Mitchell 

Huntington, WV 257051327 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Piroja Montgomery 

Brea, CA 928211837 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Mcgilligan 

Two Harbors, MN 556161429 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Petty 

Lexington, KY 40509 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Jewell-Ceder 

Ham Lake, MN 553045234 

"



Sandra Lee Weikel 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Weikel 

Roswell, NM 882011029 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jerell Lambert 

Austin, TX 787485122 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Brown 

Minnetonka, MN 553455500 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Freeman 

Newbury, NH 032555304 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Richards 

Erie, CO 805162458 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Howarth 

Grayslake, IL 600309626 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Merle Ohlinger 

New Rochelle, NY 108012609 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eliza Ducnuigeen 

Highlands Ranch, CO 801292235 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Siegel 

Port St Lucie, FL 34986 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ana SolÃ¡ 

Aguas Buenas, PR 00703 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

jeryl Welsh 

Robesonia, PA 195511527 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Turnbull 

,  03431 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tracy Ouellette 

Bow, WA 982329246 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

donna roddvik 

Hood River, OR 970311142 

"



Bruce Collette, Ph.D. 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Collette Ph.D., 

Casanova, VA 20139 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Lakes 

Portland, OR 972026743 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Rogers 

Hubbardston, MA 014521321 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Curtis Dunn 

Ambler, PA 19002 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Thompson 

Quincy, FL 32351 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Zsoldos 

North Brunswick, NJ 089022859 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Pachut 

Lansing, MI 48906-5590 

"



Laurie Alstrom 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Alstrom 

Alexandria, VA 22304 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Carlson 

Glenwood, WA 986199023 

"



Please Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology 

Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emma Miniscalco 

Washington, DC 200025212 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Luey 

Hillsboro, OR 971246532 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Skinner 

Tucson, AZ 857052184 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane McAlister 

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 334102746 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jorge Chaves 

Pompano Beach, FL 33062 

"



Jerilyn Sackler 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jerilyn Sackler 

New York, NY 100132788 

"



Lillian Arboleda 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lillian Arboleda 

Houston, TX 77035-2950 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline SÃ©villa 

Champs, NY 77420 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Kaye 

Blaine, WA 982309005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sal Tumia 

Boulder, CO 803011752 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Uma Shivde 

Wood Dale, IL 601912547 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Varvel 

El Paso, TX 799362531 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Irina Chayka 

Potomac, MD 208541018 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susannah Otocki 

Acushnet, MA 027431120 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Quando Gerst 

Raleigh, NC 27610 

"



Renee M Grant 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Grant 

Pen Argyl, PA 18072 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Heppel 

Memphis, TN 38119-6608 

"



Glenna Volpe 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Glenna Volpe 

Albany, OR 97321-4727 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Armella Feil 

Sault Sainte Marie, MI 497831024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shawn Johnson 

Encinitas, CA 920244552 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Robel 

Vero Beach, FL 329684835 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Maddox 

Gatlinburg, TN 37738 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Kaslow 

Brooklyn, NY 112304443 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Chastain 

Andover, NJ 078212025 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Wilkins 

Mount Laurel, NJ 08054 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gino Czaster 

Tonawanda, NY 141508151 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

janet maker 

Los Angeles, CA 90024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robyn Gray 

Oklahoma City, OK 731171402 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Amell 

Harmony, FL 347736077 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Lenzo 

Franklin,, NC 28734 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Falkenthal 

Thomaston, GA 302863822 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Rier 

Pinckney, MI 481698229 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Moore 

Kirkland, WA 980335731 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Lee 

Grand Rapids, MI 49504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Fraser 

Carrollton, TX 750104981 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Galvin 

Schenectady, NY 123042538 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Zeledon 

Plantation, FL 33317-5105 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Heydenreich 

Portland, OR 97202 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sophia Varnai 

Silver Spring, MD 209105421 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Shaffer 

Spring Grove, PA 173628970 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne LaFreniere 

South Burlington, VT 054036315 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Martin 

Boynton Beach, FL 334373494 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karin Twarog 

Addison, Michigan 48220 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Davis Sr 

Carmichaels, PA 15320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DOUGLAS KLEIN 

Saint Petersburg, FL 337034216 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tami Shaloum 

New York, NY 100013482 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Streich 

Westland, MI 481858715 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Halderman 

Goleta, CA 93117 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Meher Kovoor 

Pound Ridge, NY 105761719 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christiane Collienne 

waterloo, AL 01410 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

richard blake 

Chelsea, MI 481189504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Benincasa 

Red Bank, NJ 077012522 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christie Lum 

Lorton, VA 220791718 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Covello 

Middleway, WV 254305601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

J P Pawloski 

Watsonville, CA 950769418 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Davis 

Carmichaels, PA 15320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carroll Heideman 

Madison, WI 537111206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Reed Daulton 

,  93465 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Isabella Messerli 

Geismar, LA 707343045 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John C Rasch 

Farmington, MN 55024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Groom 

Tucson, AZ 857486731 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brittney Aguilar 

Elk Grove, CA 956241228 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Troendle 

Fort Thomas, KY 410751474 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. You should too. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are under serious threat. The cruise industry dumps its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State, exacerbating threats to this iconic species. Warning 

signs for this species are sounding alarm bells! Only one in three survive birth. They are starving with 

lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry. The cruise industry is making matters worse.  

The majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic washwater that is 

warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended particulate matter, and 

nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the marine creatures that inhabit 

it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater while any ship is docked as of 

January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the discharge of exhaust gas scrubber 

washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

Leadership Decisions that threaten the health of planet Earth. Please implement both  the proposed 

amendments to the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and all of our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Andrews 

Portsmouth, OH 456622223 

"



Madeline R Ross 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madeline Ross 

,  32789-7313 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Randi Field 

Silver Spring, MD 20901 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Vigyikan 

Orchard Park, NY 141273525 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

c s 

New York, NY 100254242 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

FOR OUR SHARED PLANET. 

BE TRUE PATRIOTS: 

ALL AMERICANS ... ALL LEGISLATORS MUST SUPPORT  the amendment proposed by the Department of 

ECOLOGY to incorporate the Vessel Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to 

reflect the Washington state NDZ regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine 

mammals, as well as protecting human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anita Buffer 

Warminster, PA 189745453 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

mike dickman 

, ÃƒÅ½le-de-France 94250 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Cicholski 

Holland, MI 494221991 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vira Slywotzky 

New York, NY 100142731 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherie Hill 

Marshall, NC 287535959 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chandra Woodhouse 

,  V5L 3H1 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annie Beckmann 

Sparks, NV 8944 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Juiie Pellman 

Brooklyn, NY 112011852 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Wilson 

Seattle, WA 981162329 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

alan Hoffner 

Staten Island, NY 103055106 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Martin 

Niantic, CT 06357 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

GALE C GEORGALAS 

Clifton, NJ 070134027 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Axle 

Highland, MI 483573324 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Cates 

Dallas, TX 752874006 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Gendron 

Chicago, IL 60630 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Oshikawa 

Edmonds, WA 980204117 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marcy Stites 

Overland Park, KS 662134328 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

GIAN FRANCO BUSSACCHINI 

,  29017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Papscun 

Stockbridge, MA 012629702 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Francis Gilbert 

Baltimore, MD 212121707 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn West 

Havelock, NC 285329223 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Taylor 

Plainfield, NJ 070622206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Huff 

Colville, WA 991143038 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Isaiah Rejouis 

West Orange, NJ 070523414 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lloyd Hedger 

Tacoma, WA 984032281 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pauline Gillham 

Miami, FL 331556840 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Thorstens 

, Texas 75209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

patricia ramos 

Deerfield Beach, FL 334417439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paola Catapano 

Victoria,  SN10 2HE 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carmen Forget 

,  K1N9M2 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

K L 

Brownsville, TX 785204956 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Kearns 

Glen Cove, NY 115421802 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marge Fear 

Cleveland Hts, OH 441184302 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Josh Guy 

Grand Ledge, MI 488371409 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Kauhl 

Windham, NH 030871116 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Pickenpaugh 

Stafford, VA 225566655 

"



Brad Berland 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brad Berland 

Spring Park, MN 553849726 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Lin 

San Diego, CA 921236428 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Atkins 

, Hawaii 96825 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Kornack 

Zanesville, OH 437023344 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Oyeyemi Ogundokun 

ibadan, WA 201109 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edwina Hylton 

Marion, Kansas 10024 ft r r 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Sanderson 

Waukesha, WI 531897398 

"



robin depietro 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

robin depietro 

Elmont, NY 11003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nick Podue 

Long Beach, CA 90815 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Gambriel 

Bowie, MD 207153234 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Theodore Bahn 

Pensacola, FL 325349630 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

melinda fritsch 

Houston, TX 770843271 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marianna Mejia Contact 

Soquel, CA 950739708 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

elke hochmair 

linz, AL 4020 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Aia White-Podue 

Long Beach, CA 90815 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Byard 

Missoula, MT 598042021 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Malave 

Stony Point, NY 109802343 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Seth Marin 

Nanuet, NY 109543801 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Jones 

Olathe, KS 660612989 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Benigno 

Lake Jackson, TX 775665826 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Cross 

Montgomery Village, MD 20886 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Harbold Murray 

Salt Lake City, UT 841052620 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Fritsch 

Forestville, CA 954369709 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Freeman 

Bedford, NH 031106623 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Wall 

Baltimore, MD 212341445 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Scott 

Kensington, NH 038335611 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Lindsey 

Los Angeles, CA 900196809 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Caye Hursey 

Clovis, CA 936199146 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Char Gallegos 

,  87114 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

LUCAS WITT 

Battle Ground, WA 98604 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Foshee 

Hattiesburg, MS 394027937 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Wolf 

Rockville, MD 208523135 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leanne McFadden 

Wilson, WY 830148000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Rutter 

, Mantova 09089 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Randy Reagor 

Jacksonville, FL 32207 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Pelath 

Port Huron, MI 480602222 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marvin J Ward 

Easthampton, MA 01027 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident ORCAS...sometimes called Killer Whales... are at serious risk. The cruise industry 

dumping its scrubber washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to 

this iconic species. The warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three 

survive birth. They are starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise 

industry is only making matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cara O'Neill 

Calistoga, CA 945159634 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carilene Newby 

El Prado, NM 875294406 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Mitchell 

Long Beach, CA 90803 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Beall 

Chestertown, MD 216204346 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Snedecor 

Seattle, WA 981175932 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Dunn 

Woodbridge, VA 221923810 

"



Youngsteadt-Parrish 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Youngsteadt-Parrish 

Columbus, OH 432243540 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Harrison 

Cary, NC 275196651 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Bridewell 

Burlington, VT 054015251 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hope Crescione 

New Haven, CT 065152209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Slapnick 

Madison, WI 537264036 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Glass 

Grand Rapids, MI 495347963 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Phillips 

London,  CR0 2DS 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Rippe 

Milford, NE 684058454 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

esther schongart 

Gatesville, TX 765282962 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Pope 

Austin, TX 787481205 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

MARY Sparks 

Katy, TX 774495638 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Russell 

Ridgefield, CT 06897 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Garcia Davis 

Yucca Valley, CA 922845936 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

WE PAY YOU TO PROTECT SO PLEASE DO IT!!    Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise 

MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Heather Brophy 

Santa Barbara, CA 931091313 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Gallegos 

Lancaster, CA 935342238 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Russell 

Beverly Hills, MI 480253153 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madelyn bergs 

Pompano Beach, FL 330657101 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jenny Stanley 

San Francisco, CA 941172025 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Zed Nelson 

London, Other n1 4NB 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Loralee Clark 

Williamsburg, VA 231858410 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Al Daniel 

Durham, NC 277079222 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel J. Shields 

Keansburg, NJ 077341545 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mandy Larger 

Grove City, OH 431233394 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Bowman 

Sarasota, FL 342318144 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ernesto Marquez 

Perris, CA 925704536 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

KT Hunter 

Pell City, AL 351287040 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Carr 

Chadds Ford, PA 193179747 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Rieser 

Crockett, CA 945251204 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Betty M Duson 

Houston, TX 77030 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Joyce Dixon 

Hiawassee, GA 305462956 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tricia Emerick 

Pembroke, MA 023594963 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Olivia Jacobs 

Fishers, IN 460382705 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dana May 

Garden Grove, CA 928404208 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Engle 

Towanda, PA 188481439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Williams 

Aurora, CO 800174398 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Harper 

Mars Hill, NC 287546198 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alexander Siegfried 

North Chesterfield, VA 232356291 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Louise Marinucci 

Somerset, NJ 088736093 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marc Wertheimer 

Swarthmore, PA 190811214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mitch Kerman 

Eureka, CA 955013510 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Polivka 

Chico, CA 959285859 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Goldberg 

South Orange, NJ 070791448 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Daven 

Monroe, CT 064681820 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Rutland 

,  77777 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Steinke 

Louisville, CO 800271145 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Delinda Meeks 

Altamonte Springs, FL 327146920 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Harris 

Germantown, MD 208743920 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mimi Rosenfeld 

Brooklyn, NY 112136413 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Wilson 

Williamstown, NJ 080941526 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gustav Heger 

, Steiermark 5102 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edythe Ann Quinn 

Unadilla, NY 138492151 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Rich 

Cupertino, CA 950140563 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madeleine Wennerstrom 

W Brookfield, VT 050609005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Geri Ott 

Matlacha, FL 339939741 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Dudziec 

Jacksonville, FL 322245816 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Oldham 

Santa Barbara, CA 931053031 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brianna Quick 

Morgan Hill, CA 950377040 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ella Buchanan 

Houston, TX 77047 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Young 

Wynnewood, PA 19096 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Noffsinger 

, Kentucky 40241 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

d Cole 

Plainview, IL 626856618 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Monique Hahn 

Gates Mills, OH 440409624 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

richard schoemer 

Cambridge, WI 53523 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Nichols 

West Lebanon, NH 037841133 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Liza Deanda-Garcia 

,  77327 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Candace Marx 

Mazeppa, MN 559567529 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Torgerson 

Eureka Springs, AR 726314418 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Carter 

Cambridge, MA 021382038 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Griffith-Kateley 

Alpine, TX 798302107 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurice Ferris 

Chapel Hill, NC 275178525 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Rogan 

Webster, NY 14580 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Vassilakidis 

Houston, TX 770063027 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Boettger 

Waterford, MI 483273075 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

wayne gruber 

Coopersburg, PA 180369658 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Monaghan 

Redding, CA 960022774 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Campbell 

Seatac, WA 98198 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

N Refes 

New York, NY 100039205 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Erickson 

San Bruno, CA 940662082 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

cristine Bhaiji 

Westlake, OH 441453790 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cliff Drought 

Norfolk, VA 23507 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

tracy nelson 

johannesburg, CO 21910 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Markham 

Matthews, NC 281053762 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martina Lively 

Phoenix, AZ 85003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn Smith 

Nevada City, CA 95959-9428 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maude Burns 

Germantown, NY 125265721 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Brehm 

Alexandria, VA 223146248 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cristina Perelman 

Scottsdale, AZ 852554538 

"



Duncan Hevenor 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Duncan Hevenor 

Casper, WY 826044425 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Alexander 

Saint Clair Shores, MI 48081 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

daniel gerold 

Tampa, FL 336347956 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lily Swartz 

New Hope, PA 189381221 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Schroeder 

Lima, OH 458012126 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Louis Schmidt 

Whitefish, MT 59937 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Hansen 

Bloomington, MN 554313367 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth Walz 

Lemont, IL 604399502 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Masuda 

Chicago, IL 606405344 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Will Meyer 

Ashland, OR 97520 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chad Butler 

Boonville, MO 652331153 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Lyne 

Coolidge, AZ 851283264 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Ervin 

Sandia Park, NM 870479425 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Cohen 

North Scituate, RI 028572843 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Challandes 

Newark, DE 197025500 

"



Donald McClure 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donald McClure 

Prescott, WI 540217635 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Leggett 

Sudbury, MA 017762332 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lise-Anne Coupal 

, -Select- V9L2R3 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

sarah brownrigg 

Santa Fe, NM 875072780 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Campbell 

Delaware, OH 43015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Boettcher 

Madison, WI 537032901 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Jones 

Redlands, CA 923736949 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ruby church 

Morganton, NC 286554081 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

CHRISTY PARK 

Gloucester, MA 019303859 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

M. Janet Schmid 

,  33410 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lorelei Novak 

Albuquerque, NM 871051006 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

L G 

Sebastian, FL 329585635 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann McFarlane 

Denver, CO 802182499 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Blaha 

Swansea, IL 622261026 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

margaret tatum 

Kerrville, TX 78028 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anita Carter 

Rochester, NY 146081202 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Preston 

La Crosse, FL 32658-0415 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Olga Rodriguez 

Washington, DC 20008 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Federica Bouton 

Piscataway, NJ 088543060 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jenny Heinz 

New York, NY 10024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jamie Kitson 

Granite Falls, WA 982529782 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Boyd 

Fair Oaks Ranch, TX 78015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy and Angela Mitchell 

Minneapolis, MN 554084303 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy McCandless 

Duncan, AL 11111 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karla Kalin 

San Diego, CA 921131141 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Raymond 

Penn Valley, PA 190721047 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Moore 

Acton, MA 017202931 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Day 

Boulder, CO 803031412 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Darwin Rummel 

Grimes, IA 501112312 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Leamy 

Countryside, IL 605254681 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Miriam Wanderman 

Merrick, NY 115665324 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marc Taras 

Ann Arbor, MI 481035478 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Brown 

Angier, NC 275018470 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Herbert Wasserman 

Brooklyn, NY 11230 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Rapport 

Seattle, WA 981125016 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Whittlesey 

San Antonio, TX 782301132 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Stewart 

San Diego, CA 921086757 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Priscilla Klemic 

Sherman Oaks, CA 914015223 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Olsonn 

Seattle, WA 98115 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Klaus Steinbrecher 

Castle Rock,  87710 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

J Gary 

San Diego, CA 921032903 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Addesso 

Brookfield, IL 605132024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Barrow 

,  27880 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lucy Mutis 

North Hills, CA 913432137 

"



Curt Sayers 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Curt Sayers 

Raymond, NH 03077 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Bourlotos 

Morris Plains, NJ 079503431 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Coulson 

Denver, CO 802045034 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Baine 

Federal Way, WA 980232405 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Sahagun 

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Zotos 

Sherrills Ford, NC 286737295 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debi Holt 

Holley, NY 144709328 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Haley Hughes 

Essex, MA 019291210 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Colleen Wilkinson 

Langhorne, PA 19007 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Mannix 

New York, NY 100224147 

"



Lora Bailin 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lora Bailin 

Mesa, AZ 852072054 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ray Telfair II, Ph.D. 

Whitehouse, TX 757918212 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen LaForce 

Wichita, KS 672080816 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Josef Goldufsky 

Chicago, IL 60608 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Howard Schwartz 

Forked River, NJ 087313006 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Gaither 

Carmichael, CA 956085861 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Jelliffe 

New Paltz, NY 125611203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Shewmaker 

Woodland, CA 957765759 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dagmar Dornelles 

, CA 93010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Thompson 

Cambridge, MA 021393124 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Gold 

Avon, CT 060012301 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Majors 

Melrose, MA 021763641 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Overby 

Sun Prairie, WI 535901904 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Lee 

Florence, AL 356301287 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gwilym Williams 

,  CH4 7PH 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

wendy williams 

Belgrade, MT 597147595 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

S Bishop 

Stevens Point, WI 544815235 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Martin 

Mesquite, TX 75150 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Swartz 

Ben Lomond, CA 950050338 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Webb 

Brooklyn, NY 112294929 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Telsey 

,  11215 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Moteles 

Glenside, PA 190384144 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Rotman 

Duxbury, MA 02332 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Goncalves 

Longmont, CO 805031711 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Darcy Fredette 

, Manitoba 62621 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Mangold 

Monroe, NC 28110 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lindi Higgins 

Brewster, MA 026312044 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marlena Lange 

Middletown, NY 109404708 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Schneck 

New York, NY 102801158 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Howard Brumm 

Racine, WI 53405 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Jackson 

Niskayuna, NY 123091615 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Lippert 

Seneca, SC 29672 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen Conway 

Bonita Springs, FL 341358379 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Prather 

Georgetown, KY 403241151 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Hunter 

Carlsbad, CA 92008 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scarlett Bacon 

Rowlett, TX 750886580 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Little 

Norfolk, VA 235031766 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Beers 

Bellingham, WA 982257400 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Gerard 

Albany, NY 12203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Skalsky 

Runnells, IA 502372159 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Hoffman 

Canton, OH 447082413 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sunnie Corry 

Schwenksville, PA 194731877 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mallory Dunlevy 

Port Barrington, IL 600107062 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Beckerman 

Santa Ynez, CA 934609615 

"



john e kovacsiss 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

john kovacsiss 

Massillon, OH 44648 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Karrin 

West Hollywood, CA 900465705 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Leach 

San Anselmo, CA 949601824 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Silvia DeLosSantos 

Seabeck, WA 983809449 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gabriel Funes 

Seabrook, MD 207062716 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Kepler 

New Paris, OH 453478008 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amanda Moore 

Woodland Hills, CA 913676136 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

james hughes 

Forked River, NJ 087314115 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marie DiMassa 

Long Beach, CA 908074121 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ottosen 

Shell Lake, WI 548718684 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dawn Clarke 

Cranston, RI 029104719 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amanda Hauck 

Springfield, OH 455043920 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Flick 

Houston, TX 770185310 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary de la Pena 

Santa Monica, CA 904042541 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Davidovic 

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Bray 

Coon Rapids, MN 554481542 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony DiPentima 

Ridgefield, CT 068773836 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Norman Dowling 

Blacksburg, VA 240605601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Josh Shaeffer 

San Francisco, CA 941033916 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemary Caruso 

Pinckney, MI 481698919 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Helene Hall 

Glenwood Springs, CO 81601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Len Gregorio 

Leland, NC 284516477 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

steve Williams 

Tacoma, WA 984068210 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ana Castellon 

Passaic, NJ 070554737 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Jones 

Conroe, TX 773050336 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marissa Ferraro 

Massapequa, NY 117583450 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Bondeson 

,  Bondeson 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sree Padma Holt 

Harpswell, ME 040792732 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Kowalski 

Park Ridge, IL 600685057 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Tribble 

Myrtle Point, OR 974581324 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alyce Rogers 

Manchester, WA Wa14 5hg 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Oleh Sydor 

Glen Ellyn, IL 601377418 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Greene 

Hallstead, PA 188229065 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Hughes 

Jefferson City, MO 651092056 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Keljik 

Mount Prospect, IL 600563912 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cora Preston 

Saint Paul, MN 551042109 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Poxon 

Sacramento, CA 958165250 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsey Lewis 

Everett, WA 982087332 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amber Doe 

Tucson, AZ 85713 

"



I. Klaver 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

I. Klaver 

ALBERT, OK 87000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Strattner 

Norfolk, VA 235071725 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Roberts 

Sacramento, CA 958352097 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Myra Nelson 

Philadelphia, PA 191464536 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nicole Kennedy 

Springfield, IL 627045314 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hayley Keeney 

Marengo, IN 471408437 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ronald fuchs 

Mitchell, SD 573012560 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sunshine Psota 

Sebastopol, CA 954724850 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Erin Naillon 

Eugene, OR 974044032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Drumright 

Murfreesboro, TN 371304068 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Person 

Eden Prairie, MN 553464359 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marge Abbott 

Portland, OR 972122352 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kerialys Cintron 

Kingwood, TX 773451051 

"



Phyllis Tucker 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Tucker 

,  32578 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sheran Powers 

Gilbert, AZ 85298 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Van Alyne 

West Richland, WA 993537405 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Mullen 

Casper, WY 826044898 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Webster 

Felton, DE 199436925 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Lee 

Plantation, FL 33325 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Claudia Wornum 

Oakland, CA 946055812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Edmiston 

,  L8P4G4 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tiffany Ehnes 

Advance, NC 270066710 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

S Israil 

Skokie, IL 600762410 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emerson Marks 

Charlottesville, VA 229034243 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Needham 

,  90209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

gm whiting 

Joseph, OR 97846-0591 

"



Derek H Kunimoto 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Derek Kunimoto 

Seattle, WA 98144 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol White 

Scottsboro, AL 357696219 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lourdes Rios 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 330186003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Elderton 

Forked River, NJ 087312605 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Teresa Terlau 

Louisville, KY 402062869 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin Culp 

Newtown Square, PA 19073 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennie Webb 

LA, CA 90041 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

A. W. 

Bedford Hills, NY 105071218 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Grunst 

Saint Paul, MN 551162221 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Gengo 

San Francisco, CA 941312908 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Spilman 

Albany, NY 122082814 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scotty Kenton 

Montrose, CO 814018883 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Curphey 

,  BN3 1NA 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Lunceford 

Dade City, FL 335256226 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Paddock 

New Paltz, NY 125614105 

"



Krishnadeo Prasad Sharma 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

K.P. Sharma 

Lumberton, NJ 08048 

"



John R Bloszies 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Bloszies 

Seale, AL 36875 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachelle Harper 

,  48336 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Garrett Hutton 

Camby, IN 461138723 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cliff Atendido 

Burlingame, CA 940105163 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Sarabia 

Stockton, CA 952075147 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karolyn Beebe 

Madison, WI 537045259 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Bailey 

Royal Oak, MI 480732041 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Pilewskie 

San Bruno, CA 940665812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David & Karen Gaylin 

Concord, MA 01742-3719 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Javier Rivera 

Brooklyn, NY 112495128 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Silvana Villarreal 

Doral, FL 331782232 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Gillespie 

Mount Vernon, WA WA 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Lyle 

Hot Springs, NC 287437162 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Blair 

Kailua, HI 96734 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kambra Allen 

Austin, TX 787492214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

rob pepler 

, England ba115ju 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Bayles 

Ferndale, MI 482202155 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Will P 

Durham, NC 277072153 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Rutledge 

East Flat Rock, NC 287262402 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Sobus 

Brewerton, NY 130298656 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

E Jones 

Meriden, CT 064513248 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Clayton Mumaw 

Wilmington, DE 19810 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

valerie ferguson 

, Scotland KA25 7DS 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Miki Cipriani 

Weehawken, NJ 070865617 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Stout 

,  00000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Arzayus 

Alameda, CA 945013728 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Brockway 

Shoreview, MN 551262338 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Krawisz 

Marshfield, WI 54449-6000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emma Houseman 

Chelmsford, MA 018243720 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charleen Steeves 

Topanga, CA 902904466 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Goode 

Cambridge,  CB4 2SX 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Cauvin 

New York, NY 100335324 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

phyllis woodard 

Abingdon, VA 24211 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Ochs 

New York, NY 100121133 

"



Helen Ward Page 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Page 

Evanston, IL 60201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pete Sinica 

Lincoln, NE 68524 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Fried 

Pelham, NY 108031702 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eduardo Forero 

West Palm Beach, FL 33406 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Suzanne Scott 

New York, NY 100197386 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vernon and MJ Dixon 

Hiawassee, GA 305462956 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DC Maki 

Middleton, WI 53562 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Wagner 

Bechtelsville, PA 19505-0433 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carolie Booth 

Franklin, TN 370649636 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

April Cryer-Phillips 

Vidor, TX 776628025 

"



Linda Rumelhart 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Rumelhart 

University Place, WA 98466 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Monica Rodica Vancea 

,  28021 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Bourdette 

Portland, OR 972312315 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JD Skinner 

,  48501 

"



Ann Marie Sinica 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Marie Sinica 

Lincoln, NE 68524 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Thirloway 

Kirkland, WA 98033 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ina Fichtner 

Vero Beach, FL 329665121 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DAVID SAURMAN 

WILSON, WY 830140581 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John-Nelson Smyrnaios 

,  11521 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Glenda Hesley 

Vallejo, CA 945893118 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jahlina Carter 

Springfield, MA 01108 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marissa Bill 

Lehigh Acres, FL 339367566 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roger Anker 

Matteson, IL 604434439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Kline 

Middle River, MD 212201211 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Goettsche 

Saint Petersburg, FL 337105147 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Trosper 

Portland, OR 972064117 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shelley Kilbon 

Loveland, CO 805381453 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Turner 

Dubuque, IA 52001 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Labb 

Riverside, IL 605461801 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Bast 

Racine, WI 534035400 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Rauscher 

Trenton, NJ 086184904 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kris Thompson 

Watertown, MA 02472 

"



Barbara Bergmann 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Bergmann 

Corapeake, NC 27926 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tina Shull 

Mint Hill, NC 282277623 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

J P 

Arcata, CA 955218206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Griffiths 

Klagenfurt, AL 9020 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Skinner 

Charleston, WV 253091105 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Crain 

Faribault, MN 550213217 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy-liane Burger 

Haverhill, MA 018324738 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Boone 

,  46220-3247 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Samaniego 

Santa Fe, NM 875055262 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Campbell 

,  93101 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Gross 

Morganville, NJ 077511443 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charlotte Deming 

,  94116 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Akehurst 

Newhaven, East Sussex BN99DE 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Fiand 

Cincinnati, OH 452242350 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Otto 

Scottsdale, AZ 852662280 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

B. R. Lemonik 

Mahopac, NY 105414758 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gerould Cross 

Pace, FL 32571 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rita D 

New York, NY 100234812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Dann 

Ventura, CA 930041439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Shaw 

Syracuse, NY 132102704 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carmen Plumb 

Kennesaw, GA 301442032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Chisholm 

Medford, MA 02155 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Peters 

London, ID 00000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matt L 

Santa Ynez, CA 93460 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Cameron 

Tuckerton, NJ 08087 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Barber 

Otto, NC 33844 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Stansbury 

Washington Depot, CT 06794-1202 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Tollner 

Lakewood, CA 907133032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stefon Lira 

Salisbury, NC 28144 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Colonel Freitas 

North Dartmouth, MA 02747 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Fogel 

Minneapolis, MN 554091836 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Dean 

Washington, DC 200094420 

"



heidi s 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

heidi s 

,  89123 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

M Pilar santos 

LONDON,  N19 4JX 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Zoe Gannon 

Salford,  M27 0HJ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Smith-Barrell 

Albany, NY 122111908 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Armstrong 

Manchester, NH 03102 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Fancher 

Baldwinsville, NY 130271510 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mona Mager 

,  49866 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Latiker 

Milwaukee, WI 532071563 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Schieferl 

Manchester, MA 019441505 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce SUGGS 

Phoenix, AZ 850506903 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Alper 

Pacific Plsds, CA 902722830 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Nix 

Yukon, OK 730993438 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Craig 

Eugene, OR 974052470 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Lauri 

Rockaway Beach, NY 116931522 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Genie Silver 

Wynnewood, PA 190963640 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

CJ Joyce 

Vancouver, WA 986613919 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Cox 

New York, NY 10021 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Citron 

West Orange, NJ 07052 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Roach 

Pittsburgh, PA 15212 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Darin 

Saint Petersburg, FL 337082739 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Meston 

Arvada, CO 800052113 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Gertig 

Bellevue, NE 680055429 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Spray 

Lafayette, CO 800262751 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Bradford 

Princess Anne, MD 218532139 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

andy poppen 

Alexandria, VA 223155624 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Philips 

Norwich, VT 050550334 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

susanne mcevoy 

NORWALK, CT 06851 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Shaw 

West Palm Beach, FL 334016251 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington hiState is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Perry 

Austin, TX 787493792 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Kocher 

Anderson, SC 296256332 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Talbot 

San Rafael, CA 949011623 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Child 

Toledo, OH 436201108 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Bovee 

Rochester Hills, MI 48309 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Peterson 

Woodland Hills, CA 913672820 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Claire Coates 

Mount Vernon, NY 105531702 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Constance Kao 

San Francisco, CA 941106104 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Cooper 

Des Moines, IA 503105631 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Reesha Katcher 

Sausalito, CA 949652622 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Averill 

Big Sandy, MT 595208406 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Panthea Mohtasham 

Vienna, VA 22182 

"



aaron h 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

aaron h 

Las Vegas, NV 89123 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynette Ridder 

Concord, CA 945212910 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Suzi Blucher 

Eugene, OR 97403 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margie Schiff 

White Plains, NY 106051609 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bondoc 

Ellenton, FL 342224366 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ron Kutschke 

Chicago, IL 606183611 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Pooler 

Santa Rosa, CA 954076722 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Overfield 

Mount Vernon, IN 476201875 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Reagon 

Pompano Beach, FL 33064 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

SPENCER JULIEN 

Cave Creek, AZ 853315062 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kurt Schwenk 

Waukesha, WI 531884654 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hilda Shaffer 

Meriden, CT 064513271 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Life 

Aurora, CO 80013 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Mulcahy 

Mount Shasta, CA 960670493 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Fosselius 

El Cerrito, CA 945302435 

"



lynn Evans 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

lynn Evans 

,  90084 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Milena Miller 

Athens, OH 45701 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Fe Isidro 

North Las Vegas, NV 890816658 

"



William S Jennings 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Jennings 

Annandale, VA 22003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Chaloupka 

Boise, ID 83702 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Agacinski 

University Heights, OH 441183865 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Veronica Sousa 

Brooklyn, NY 11226 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maryann Hermann 

Ambler, PA 190022321 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet BUCCIERE 

Berlin, MD 218111853 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeri Edwards 

Iron Station, NC 280808790 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Roberts 

Flourtown, PA 190312005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Bush 

Coatesville, PA 193202071 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wolfgang Burger 

Haverhill, MA 01832 

"



Steve Evans 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Evans 

,  90084 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Canosa 

Ridgewood, NJ 074504533 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jackie Pluska 

Grayslake, IL 60030 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Goodman 

Walnut Creek, CA 945984130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Kellie 

Tucson, AZ 857302734 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Case 

Hollister, CA 950236258 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Smith 

Binghamton, NY 139054514 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Carlisle 

Gainesville, GA 305061723 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Fred Bastanchury 

South Pasadena, CA 910303814 

"



Sharon Lee Goel 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Goel 

Richmond Hill, NY 11418-2527 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Melaney 

Gansevoort, NY 128311456 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Wilczewski 

Centennial, CO 800153048 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Kitter 

Greenlawn, NY 117401701 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Hopkins 

Clinton, IA 527322651 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Mcconnell 

Cedarville, CA 961040117 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Schauer 

Westminster, CO 80021 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David H. Kavanaugh 

Petaluma, CA 94952 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

joan garverick 

Forestville, CA 954369590 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Silvia Raum 

Irvine, CA 926202503 

"



krissy hill 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

krissy hill 

,  89990 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tyson Martin 

Burbank, CA 915053742 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Ginder 

Kunkletown, PA 180587907 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Albert Wiebe 

Logan, UT 843214316 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Runfors 

??rebro, LA 70346 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I absolutely support the 

two proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at risk of extermination. The cruise industry dumping its 

scrubber washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is only exacerbating the threats to this iconic 

species. The warning signs that this species is in trouble are apparent and unmistakable, only one in 

three survive birth. They are starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise 

industry's dumping practice is only making matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment overall and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it specifically. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber 

washwater while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I fully  support the implementation of a 

ban on the discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or 

sludges, in MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

For years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk to increase their own profits. Please implement both of 

the proposed amendments to the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rodney Whisenhunt 

Roseburg, OR 974712561 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susanna Soper 

Helena, MT 596015455 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Becker 

Melville, NY 117470505 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Juliana de Tarnowsky 

La Grange Park, IL 605261721 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Everett 

Grass Valley, CA 959454156 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Vaillancourt 

ASHBY, MA 01431 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Berg 

Evergreen, CO 80439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rocco Orsini 

Long Beach, CA 90803 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Gershenson 

New York, NY 100163484 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Zafren 

Anchorage, AK 995077039 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ilse Spiegel 

Brooklyn, NY 112332712 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Hasegawa-Ahrendt 

Schaumburg, IL 601933310 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renata Nychka 

Armonk, NY 105042307 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tami Palacky 

Port Saint Lucie, FL 349846521 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Goldberg 

San Diego, CA 921096708 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jn Randolph 

Corpus Christi, TX 784133721 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Wolff 

Sedona, AZ 863404382 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Macias 

Sacramento, CA 958256610 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rehana Huq 

Ithaca, NY 148502206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Zachary Jeffreys 

Arvada, CO 800042059 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roy Liu 

Rye, NH 03870 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Antoinette Calderone 

Dallas, PA 186121092 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Grimes 

,  21401 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Van Sickle 

Dundas, MN 550193914 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Fuller 

Cedaredge, CO 81413 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mari Daugherty 

Fremont, OH 434204939 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Licia Slimon 

Pittsburgh, PA 152063425 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Tankersley 

Reno, NV 895032544 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Person 

Mount Laurel, NJ 080544977 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanette Desmond 

Camarillo, CA 93010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marie Broudy 

Eastham, MA 026421685 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Sahlin 

Gray, TN 376152840 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Wagner 

Albany, OR 973225102 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Glenda Logan 

Houston, TX 770713225 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Morgan Hibberd 

Albuquerque, NM 87124 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Brown 

Rockaway Park, NY 116942637 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Nelson 

Bethel Island, CA 945111075 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rose Cripps 

Grand Tower, IL 629421211 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Zoe Wells 

Countesthorpe,  LE8 5pr 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara mccormick 

Jacksonville, FL 322220010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

kathy sampognaro 

Morgan Hill, CA 950379688 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stacey Nebel 

White House, TN 371885124 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Celli 

Jacksonville, FL 322232663 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Dodd 

New York, NY 10010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Roadway 

Pittsburgh, PA 15243 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Skinner 

Salisbury, MD 218017417 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Schogel 

Philadelphia, PA 191444123 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Placanica 

Valrico, FL 335967183 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Deslauriers 

Essex Junction, VT, VT 05452 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cortney Zaret 

Chicago, IL 606579329 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Gorringe 

San Francisco, CA 941311215 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Lucas 

Ellwood City, PA 161171250 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Macchia 

Gloucester, MA 01930 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Maddalena 

,  26700 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Johnson 

Emerald Hills, CA 940623924 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Winfield 

, Doncaster Dn74al 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Martin 

Tallahassee, FL 323084526 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Poteraske 

Darien, IL 605614419 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Kohut 

Ithaca, NY 148506304 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Reed Fenton 

Lake Balboa, CA 914062738 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ron Larson 

Burnsville, MN 55306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanene Louden 

CORVALLIS, OR 97330 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ward Michaels 

Wilmington, DE 198033804 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

barry cohen 

Middletown, NJ 077483035 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sheri Abramson 

Freehold, NJ 077282928 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Smith 

Cathedral City, CA 922346726 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ronald blidar 

Parker, CO 801345537 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Wise 

West Bend, WI 530953209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Caffarella 

Philadelphia, PA 191454422 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Halr 

Joseph, OR 97846 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Kaufman 

Bedford, MA 017302906 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Bajon 

New Orleans, LA 701244310 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Hastings 

Park City, UT 84098 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dian Hardy 

Sebastopol, CA 95472 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Espinoza 

El Paso, TX 799362316 

"



marian falla 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

marian falla 

Jamestown, RI 02835 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Kukkonen 

Iowa City, IA 522405865 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Hight 

Fort Myers, FL 339120964 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU. 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jazmine Harvey 

Kincheloe, MI 49788 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Meader 

Dubois, PA 158016350 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kalita Todd 

Grass Valley, CA 959457956 

"



alberto candela 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

alberto candela 

Ravarino,  20141 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Stagliano 

Burlington, VT 05408 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Allison 

Rockville, MD 208511160 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Sollner 

Lincoln, MA 017735014 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Grosmark 

Nyack, NY 109603241 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Schenck 

Camden, SC 29485 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

mj sutcliffe 

St Petersburg, FL 337124139 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ingrid Rochester 

Elbert, CO 801067520 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Jordan 

Pullman, WA 991633527 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Novak 

Windsor Locks, CT 060962737 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Horsman 

Huntersville, NC 280785332 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Brown 

Absecon, NJ 082011932 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chrys Harden 

Wytheville, VA 243822717 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda B. 

Pasadena, CA 911075273 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mimi Abers 

Berkeley, CA 947072624 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Britta Dimaggio 

Louisville, CO 800272823 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Naidich 

Brooklyn, NY 11215-6746 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ed Kucera 

Western Springs, IL 605580003 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Lamiquiz 

Mountain View, CA 940432964 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Eisenberg 

Raleigh, NC 276138565 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Basile 

Huntington Station, NY 117463507 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Simone 

Hillsdale, NJ 076422040 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shawna DeBlieck 

Davenport, IA 528071930 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Rim 

Buford, GA 305185166 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

louise black 

SEWELL, NJ 08080 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Walter 

Kalamazoo, MI 490013643 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gabriela Thoma 

WÃ¤denswil,  8820 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Stanley 

Los Angeles, CA 900251348 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Basile 

Huntington Station, NY 117463507 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Tonkin 

La Union 30305 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Wright 

Westminster, MD 21158 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

john assenmacher 

Canton, MI 481872812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Teplin 

New York, NY 100325699 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Stryhanyn 

Emeryville, CA 946082423 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Desiree Nagyfy 

Deer Park, WA 990068352 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Flynn 

, VT 05489 

"



Laura Blanchette 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Blanchette 

Aiken, SC 29801 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Waite 

Bronxville, NY 107082119 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sari Kiraly 

Annapolis, MD 214032462 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Gross 

Lynwood, CA 902624333 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Darling 

Phoenix, AZ 850221508 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Milano 

Richlandtown, PA 189550622 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Sullivan 

South Plainfield, NJ 070803615 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Bains 

The Villages, FL 32159-6210 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marian Hardin 

Daly City, CA 940154555 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Lewis 

Portland, OR 972256065 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brad Buchanan 

Lopez Island, WA 982618769 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Graves 

Woodbridge, VA 22193 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Riley 

Hatfield, PA 194404142 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Natalie Thompson 

Orlando, FL 328106707 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karin Whittemore 

Mystic, CT 063553233 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tanya Milanowski 

Balsam Lake, WI 548106302 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lin Deats 

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 334183582 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barb Scholl 

Lancaster, OH 431303221 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

dale cleary 

Barrington, -- Select -- cb227sh 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melinda Abbott 

Westford, MA 018862553 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cole Grabow 

Seattle, WA 981094995 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phillip Palmer 

Trinity, NC 27370 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Hardy 

Matawan, NJ 077479524 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ali Gunter 

Salt Lake City, UT 841175881 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shelley Burton 

Raeford, NC 283766641 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Renee 

Portland, OR 972064908 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Wiebe 

WASHINGTON, DC R2m0j4 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stacy Grenrock 

Palm Desert, CA 922112067 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Riberdy-Sinclair 

Momence, IL 609543443 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gordon Mac Martin 

Eggertsville, NY 14226 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia D. Wilson 

Belfair, WA 98528 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

m c dornan 

scottsdale, Arizona 85258 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Rueth 

Saint Louis, MO 631171916 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janell Smith 

New Douglas, IL 620740026 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George DustÃ©r 

Gold Canyon, AZ 851189769 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Quinlan 

Eugene, OR 974084800 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Keiser 

Hutto, TX 786345688 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Hanson 

San Mateo, CA 944033665 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelsey Brodt 

Coon Rapids, MN 554482230 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Kass 

New York, NY 10024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Wendel 

Deerfield, IL 600154840 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tanta Moller 

Sebastopol, CA 954722560 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Helmers 

Saratoga, CA 950703941 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael And Barbara Hill 

Mineral, WA 98355 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Ciresi 

North Tonawanda, NY 14120 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melinda Morris 

Newport, MI 481669778 

"



John H Nickey 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Nickey 

Hanover, PA 17331 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tina Lynch 

Ellicott City, MD 210421612 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Johnson 

Newark, OH 430559720 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Neumark Hermann 

,  V5l2z2 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Keller 

Middletown, PA 17057 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Harris 

Auburndale, MA 2466 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Genevieve Remus 

Dolores, CO 813230951 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Toni Becker 

Winston Salem, NC 27104-2838 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Winkel 

Clinton, WA 982369686 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Kozinski 

Saint Francis, WI 532354313 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Bacon 

Boulder, CO 803060123 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Long 

Newton, MA 024651546 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rocco Dimeo 

Highlands, NJ 07732 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Isaiah Plovnick 

Brookline, MA 02445 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Maria Cheechoo 

, Zacatecas V2A8H3 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Regier 

Port Aransas, TX 783735221 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Ryan 

Philadelphia, PA 191284927 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tamara Greider 

N Fort Myers, FL 339036993 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Avenue SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the marine 

creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater while any 

ship is docked as of January 1 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the discharge of 

exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Agnetha Kelleher 

Wolverhampton, West Midlands WV11 3DQ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Hope 

Ojai, CA 930234149 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

james meyer 

Portland, OR 972226166 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Brunelle 

Bethlehem, PA 180186102 

"



Patricia Aker 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Aker 

Wilsonville, OR 97070 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Hinnrichs-Dahms 

Menomonee Falls, WI 530512239 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Jorgensen 

Chicago, IL 606403481 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anita McNamara 

Marana, AZ 85658 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madeline Richard 

Sandy, UT 84094 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patti Beavers 

Elkins, AR 727279306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Kaye 

Los Angeles, CA 90042 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Hinton 

swadlincote, -- Select -- DE12 6RF 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jacci McKenna 

Eagle, CO 816316122 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Lounibos 

Petaluma, CA 949522432 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Jones 

Thornton, CO 802293621 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marian Buchanan 

Durham, NC 277013010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Ogle 

Kunkletown, PA 180583224 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Cubeiro 

Manahawkin, NJ 080505203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Poole 

Oklahoma City, OK 731227037 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terri Bentley 

Kirksville, MO 635017605 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bria Sanborn 

Wellington, ME 049428811 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Anderson 

Owatonna, MN 550601745 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Agneza Roberson 

Bradenton, FL 342114991 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

nancy lamb 

Greenbrae, CA 949043017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

L L 

Howell, MI 48855 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Buescher 

Lewisville, TX 750773723 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Haugen 

Plymouth, MN 55442 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Shaw 

Shelburne, VT 05482 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Mirkhani 

Marysville, WA 982708874 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Lowry 

Silver Spring, MD 209101057 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Wilson 

Kenneth City, FL 337096009 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane McJunkin 

Monroe, OH 450501646 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Warrick 

Costa Mesa, CA 926277529 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cin Corbin 

Jacksonville, FL 322164533 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Tafuri 

Fleetville, PA 184200285 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Morone 

LAKE DALLAS, TX 75065 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dena Hernandez-Kosche 

Glendale, CA 912012585 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

This, like numerous other issues (climate change, gun safety, immigration reform, prison reform, 

education reform, short-term lending regulation, healthcare reform, banking regulation, opioid 

regulation) remains a vexing problem primarily due to corporations' ability to curry favor with elected 

officials.  The corrupting influence of money in our political system is undermining our democratic 

traditions and discouraging Americans from voting and/or running for office.  This ominous 

development may well end our experiment in representative democracy unless we alter this decades-

long trend.  For the sake of the republic, we must amend the US Constitution to state that corporations 

are not people (and do not have constitutional rights) and money is not speech (and thus can be 

regulated by state and/or federal campaign finance laws).  Short of accomplishing this, no other reform 

of significance will be achieved.  The moneyed interests will turn any reform to their benefit, often at 

the expense of the nation as a whole. 



Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Klein 

Corpus Christi, TX 784111709 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gabby Schelthoff 

Lisle, IL 605321244 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Clayton Cunha Filho 

Fortaleza, Other 60025-101 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Matranga 

Lombard, IL 601484055 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nelly Torres 

Cherry Hill, NJ 080021406 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Vilimek 

Palos Hills, IL 604652014 

"



Hugh Ballem 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hugh Ballem 

Blue Ash, OH 45241 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cami Colby 

KINGSBURG, CA 93631 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Brumann 

Chicago, IL 60634 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Schuyler Kent 

Los Angeles, CA 900204731 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Russ Thomas 

Kirkland, WA 980334759 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elsie V 

Santiago,  82455 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nick Hyer 

Raleigh, NC 276062346 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth Pryzner 

,  R0K 0A0 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN MONSUER 

Wilkes Barre, PA 187024613 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Garrison 

Portland, OR 972292849 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annette La Rosa 

West Kingston, RI 028921812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

sue parsell 

Ann Arbor, MI 481081814 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Rosenfeld 

,  139054262 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Mlawski 

Woodmere, NY 115982333 

"



kevin orme 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

kevin orme 

Seattle, WA 98103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin McBeth 

Salt Lake City, UT 841235571 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

gregg mayer 

Jackson Heights, NY 11372 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nina Corbin 

Little Rock, AR 722045005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Callison 

Cove, OR 978248211 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Thornton 

Naples, FL 341098876 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Finley 

Liberty Hill, TX 786425531 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Langlois 

Turner, ME 042823021 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosalie Harman 

Brooklyn, NY 11236 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Chang 

Northampton, MA 010603442 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Ryder 

Ypsilanti, MI 481985872 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Allen 

Powder Springs, GA 301276790 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

L Camacho 

Castle Rock, CO 801083085 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Taylor 

Olympia, WA 985063376 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon McMenamin 

Brooklyn, NY 112095850 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carmen Jurado 

Aliso Viejo, CA 92656 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Eisenstadt 

Berkeley, CA 947052702 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Malinda Grisanti 

Arlington, TN 380026969 

"



Please: Support 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ES Johnston 

Seattle, WA 981994501 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Fitzgerald 

Naples, FL 341142645 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sheri Wright 

Ellsworth, ME 046052763 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Lambert 

Citrus Springs, FL 344336217 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ken McKay 

Springfield, MA 011041424 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Schweitzer 

Lynnwood, WA 98087 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Justinne Gamache 

,  02144 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ang Man 

Asheville, NC 288065502 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

RONELLE DEVINE 

Ronkonkoma, NY 117796626 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Leavitt 

Edmonds, WA 980268214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Duprey 

Plattsburgh, NY 12901-1843 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Miller 

Seattle, WA 981256136 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Treworgy 

Orland, ME 044724900 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Josh E 

New York, NY 100288002 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Lewis 

Berkeley, CA 947090417 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Choi 

La Mirada, CA 906384002 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Beshears 

,  61281-9606 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Black 

Derwood, MD 20855 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Suarez 

Brooklyn, NY 112344439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Heidi Myers 

Magnolia, KY 427576810 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bobbi Segal 

West Palm Beach, FL 334053420 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Schumacher 

Camarillo, CA 930107966 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Boniello 

Nutley, NJ 071101181 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gale Luce 

Rockville, MD 208521211 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

william edwards 

Brighton, MI 481161858 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Larsen 

Seattle, WA 981222923 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annick Somerville 

Dyssegaard,  28700 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

C T 

Lone Tree, CO 80124 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Brydges 

Concord, MA 017424917 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brady Anderson 

Ogden, UT 844012814 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Luciano 

Scappoose, OR 970562915 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Korn 

Milwaukee, WI 532281617 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maryann Bunke 

Belton, TX 76513 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dean Curtis 

Fort Collins, CO 805214499 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Rowe 

Delmar, NY 120541634 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Scheinzeit 

Marietta, GA 300684298 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol McCracken 

Bloomington, IN 474032148 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Angeles 

Burlingame, CA 940105667 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Hermann-Wu 

Waltham, MA 024512228 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Ryan 

Capistrano Beach, CA 926241330 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin courtney 

Dallas, TX 752492313 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Adarsh Ayyar 

Paradise Valley, AZ 85253 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dominic Libby 

Milton, NH 038514722 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marie Blomgren 

,  65228 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Bryne 

Ventura, CA 930012602 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Poe 

Pierceton, IN 465629351 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Giordani 

Woodland Hills, CA 91303 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

BONNIE CHURCH 

Orlando, FL 328066300 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Nadolski 

Antelope, CA 958435878 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pippa Pearthree 

Brooklyn, NY 112182641 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Luisa Delfini 

,  20080 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Behar 

Thousand Oaks, CA 913607038 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Black 

Salem, OR 973179195 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Pepperrell 

Churchover,  BN43 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Marrs 

Junction City, OR 97448-9345 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

barbette curran 

Laguna Woods, CA 926372763 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leslee Kirkconnell 

Bowling Green, KY 42103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Naomi Zurcher 

Brooklyn, NY 112012154 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Ryan 

Philadelphia, PA 19118 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen Perron 

Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bradley Fackler 

Fishers, IN 460384453 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Wells 

Albuquerque, NM 871112038 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Ryberg 

Farmington Hills, MI 48334-3248 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Kwok 

Sunnyvale, CA 940869150 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Zuckerman 

,  10312 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Patton 

Sunnyvale, CA 940874928 

"



Brenda  L Watts 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brenda Watts 

Brooklyn, NY 11233 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

nina spiro 

Easthampton, MA 010279708 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Toledo 

Wetmore, MI 498959204 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Raynor 

Woodbridge, VA 221936000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jackie O'Neil 

Perkiomenville, PA 18074 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Robbins 

RAPID CITY, SD 57702 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Dana 

Crystal Beach, FL 346810206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Hunkler 

Merrick, NY 115664834 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Pflegl 

Portland, OR 97266 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alistair McNaughton 

Fort Pierce, FL 34951 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Udovich 

Olympia, WA 985166320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Bonatti 

Braintree, MA 021842017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Dirk 

Madison, OH 440572908 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

I am writing to express my support for the two proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget 

Sound.  

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. Right 

now, only one in three orca babies survive birth. They are starving due to the lack of salmon. They are 

stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021. I support the implementation of a ban on the discharge 

of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in MOU 

waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linley Green 

Pasadena, CA 911011045 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Balan 

Colorado Springs, CO 809213672 

"



PLEASE Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jacquie Murphy 

Humarock, MA 02047 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Bertaina 

San Jose, CA 951391501 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lenore ROSENBLATT 

Nashville, TN 372092306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ao l 

Avoca, NY 148099553 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Plut 

State College, PA 168017432 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

hadrian darbellay 

Woodbridge, CT 065252331 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Crystal Golias 

Ansonia, CT 064010315 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Holman 

Hondo, TX 788611950 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Turiano 

Powell, WY 824358177 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

bonnie doyle 

Placerville, CA 95667 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Krimmel 

Pittsburgh, PA 152061712 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Therese furois 

Rapid City, SD 577029613 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Munoz 

Lincoln Park, MI 48146 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Aquino 

Colonia, NJ 070671802 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Clark 

Fairless Hills, PA 190302420 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Stevenson 

Lebanon, PA 170428720 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nell Ubbelohde 

Minneapolis, MN 554072203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Wittern 

Clinton, NY 133234119 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Samuel Newman 

Columbia, MD 210454618 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Molly Older 

Chicago, IL 606401685 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Boggs 

CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH 44221-1719 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Beck 

Menahga, MN 564642557 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Claire Robbins 

Eureka, CA 955010679 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Louise B ANGELIS 

Glenview, IL 600261081 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

CHARLES POMEROY 

Bellevue, WA 980051538 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Williams 

Llandudno Community,  LL30 2SY 

"



Harlan M Smith II 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Harlan Smith 

Huntington, WV 25701 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Kingsley 

Westbrook, ME 040924030 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Shaffer-Koros 

Westfield, NJ 070903432 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jami D. L. Hart 

Bernalillo, NM 870045770 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shiela Cockshott 

Belmont, CA 940023019 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Maven 

Festus, MO 630286222 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Perrigoue 

Redington Beach, FL 33708 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Assenmacher 

Los Angeles, CA 900772004 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Toni Noll 

Belleville, IL 62025 

"



Pamela Atkins 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Atkins 

Havelock, NC 28532 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Coates 

Guilford, VT 053017923 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maribeth Spencer 

Seattle, WA 981182031 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Adam D'Onofrio 

North Dinwiddie, VA 238037700 

"



Nancy Lowe 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Lowe 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Withrow 

Cody, WY 824144715 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

richard Laister 

Salem, OR 973022672 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Rinaldo 

Los Angeles, CA 900292172 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tasha Isolani 

Berkeley, CA 94708 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Kline 

Virginia Beach, VA 234546765 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terri Curry 

Bala Cynwyd, PA 190041926 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Razzaq Capra 

Toluca Lake, CA 91610 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Mccauley 

Warwick, RI 028866667 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jerry Peavy 

Chico, CA 959262518 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

larry keel 

Lexington, VA 244505708 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Kaufman 

Floral Park, NY 110051245 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Tangi 

Philadelphia, PA 191484410 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bonny Chick 

,  91362 

"



Pamela Kennedy 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Kennedy 

,  83201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Abagail Kolk 

Garfield Heights, OH 441254538 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

B Oconnell 

Ossining, NY 105622126 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Gleeson 

Northport, ME 04849-3419 

"



Stephany Lai 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephany Lai 

San Francisco, CA 941033377 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eva Webster 

Solon, OH 441393170 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Atlas 

Newbury Park, CA 913205913 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

jim littlefield 

,  97218 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Welch 

Lincoln, RI 028652901 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Gray 

Fair Oaks, CA 956283444 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Gilman 

Beverley,  HU17 8HQ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia Peck 

Minnetonka, MN 553053931 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lucia Pasqualini 

Boca Raton, FL 334861451 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Edwards 

Tustin, CA 927828041 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alexis Peterson 

Austin, TX 78744 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Mayersohn 

Saint Louis, MO 631418439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Sanders 

Reno, NV 895237918 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Migdalia Rodriguez 

Bronx, NY 104593956 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ashley Romano 

Randolph, NJ 078693009 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Shafransky 

Sedro Woolley, WA 982848586 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Riter 

White Bear Lake, MN 551105315 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shirley Burga 

Gregory, MI 481379429 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christy Barnes 

Independence, MO 640573318 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Dryer 

Loveland, OH 451408885 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jackie Pence 

Somerset, CA 956849652 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Holmes 

Elmira, NY 149041521 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Rothe 

Pinebluff, NC 283738350 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Daugherty 

Pacific Grove, CA 939504405 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rod Tharp 

Olympia, WA 985063382 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brant Kotch 

Houston, TX 77024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brandy Faber 

Laguna Beach, CA 92651 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Riley 

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 334104474 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JoAnn Polley 

Poulsbo, WA 983708739 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

CoCo Saltzgiver 

Aurora, CO 800142423 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leah Mercado 

Covina, CA 917223545 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Lamer 

Corvallis, OR 973303252 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Sabella 

Denver, CO 60525 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hugo Sampaio 

Candia, NH 2740 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ashley Hays 

Altamonte Springs, FL 327143223 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jillian Boyle 

North Andover, MA 018452312 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Haggerty 

Bohemia, NY 11716 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Braden 

Yakima, WA 989019541 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila Meyers 

Myerstown, PA 170671504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Giles 

Quilcene, WA 983760640 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Freeze 

Merrick, NY 115661127 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Cazel 

Makawao, HI 967689307 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Danielle Hamilton 

Elkton, MD 219215693 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Arndt 

Canton, MI 481871033 

"



Kelly Eigler 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the pro--posed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the 

two proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Eigler 

Alexandria, VA 223012322 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane de groot 

Greenville, NC 278589651 

"



Joan Heezen 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Heezen 

Roberts, WI 54023 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Asko Hamalainen 

Bellingham, WA 982257430 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beatrice Abetti 

Bonita Springs, FL 341358650 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Lombardi 

Levittown, PA 190542023 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Travelute 

Venice, FL 342856112 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Sipes 

Ormond Beach, FL 32174 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cornelia Teed 

Bellingham, WA 982257154 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Philip DeVos 

Monroe, VA 245743335 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Barrow 

Quakertown, PA 189511542 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shamra Helmick 

Steele, ND 584827050 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pauline Gallie 

Keswick, ON L4P 2K4 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marjorie Williams 

Lake City, FL 320252443 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Del Sesto 

Enfield, NH 037484017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Hodge 

Sumter, SC 291504127 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Vaughn 

La Palma, CA 906231258 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Pierson 

Mesa, AZ 85201-5020 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lois Evron 

Cedarhurst, NY 115161318 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

carole scott 

Saint Louis, MO 631304730 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Hodum 

Tacoma, WA 984072109 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kerrie Pons 

Brooklyn, NY 112094204 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Schwartz 

Arlington, VA 222074138 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Laudadio 

Marina Del Rey, CA 902925456 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Marie Lahaie 

Lynn, MA 019041753 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Martin 

Starksboro, VT 054877266 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Clark 

Reston, VA 20190 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julia Mair 

New York, NY 100342981 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Murtha 

Columbus, OH 432062439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Craker 

Bedford, TX 760212731 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Franklin Matias 

Brooklyn, NY 112495268 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Sparks-Gillis 

Solvang, CA 934633031 
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Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

THOMAS JOHNSON 

Olympia, WA 985125535 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Durnell 

Rice, WA 991679745 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela DeGeyter 

Ghent, NY 120751601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Haskell 

Harwinton, CT 06791 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ralph McKinney 

Midvale, UT 840477262 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cristina Zambrana 

Miami, FL 331861572 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

mr. hall 

cpr., WY 82601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bergman 

Austin, TX 787052220 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Dahl 

,  05208 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Clark 

Spring City, PA 19475 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marci Barfknecht 

Truman, MN 560881133 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

divest from Fossil fuels R 

Sequim, WA 983824311 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lorin Silverman 

New York, NY 100221384 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

mark szabo 

Colorado Springs, CO 809346640 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Carnahan 

Rochester, NY 146261866 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Anderson 

Skillman, NJ 085581418 

"



Greg W Kay 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Kay 

Cypress, TX 77433-4700 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

mark m 

York, NE 684671704 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Levering 

Tucson, AZ 85718 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

A D 

Monongahela, PA 15063 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Myra Shapiro 

Naples, FL 341033485 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Diehl 

Point Pleasant Boro, NJ 087422716 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Puckett 

Bothell, WA 980123316 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Luisa P 

Miami Beach, FL 331413828 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Irma Reyes 

Los Angeles, CA 90065 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marta Leandro 

Washington DC, DC 20015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

LeeAnn French 

Aurora, CO 80010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nichole Bourcier 

Portland, OR 97209 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Ficke 

Middletown, RI 028425736 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Faina 

Silver Spring, MD 20902 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

dennis riley 

,  M13 0EB 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence East 

Jacksonville, NC 28540 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elena Holly Klaver 

Niwot, CO 805440529 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ezra Arregui 

Hopkins, MN 55343 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Hardy 

Lincolnville, ME 048495616 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Baranoski 

Burlington, NC 272159346 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Modell McEntire 

San Bernardino, CA 924053136 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alice LeTourneau 

Mc Neal, AZ 856179506 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Smith 

Galena, OH 430219635 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Randy Salazar 

San Diego, CA 921062285 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Sloan 

Sandusky, OH 448706121 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Buckwald 

Springfield, VA 22153 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosamund Downing 

Pawcatuck, CT 063792114 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eleanor Dowson 

Mill Creek, WA 980124817 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Pearson 

Kingsport, TN 376607657 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JOSEPH  CHE D'AMICO 

Bozeman, MT 597159363 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Hutchins 

Fuquay Varina, NC 275264990 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lorraine Rowe 

Huntington, NY 117434339 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Merle Donaldson 

, California 94530 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DONNA LITTLE 

Las Cruces, NM 880126095 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

M. Mayer 

Minot, ND 587012980 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Puzdrakiewicz 

Saint Clair Shores, MI 480801733 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Cox 

Aurora, CO 80011 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Margowski 

Lakewood, CO 802274523 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Bristow 

Brentwood, TN 370278012 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Clayton St. John 

Colorado Springs, CO 809076941 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Scales 

,  TQ7 1RP 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Heasley 

Sturbridge, MA 01566 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janie Mathews 

Mobile, AL 366081780 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Roughgarden 

Auburn, CA 956029334 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Thomas 

Camp Verde, AZ 863226343 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Klunder 

Bellingham, WA 982254844 

"



s l 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

s l 

Miami, FL 33133 

"



Aleeza Moore 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Aleeza Moore 

Bluffton, SC 29910 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Fran Amos 

Colorado Springs, CO 809203813 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Candis Hamilton 

Penfield, NY 145261026 

"



Kristian BenkÃ¶ 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kristian BenkÃ¶ 

Brooklyn, NY 11863 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Candace Cunningham 

Owls Head, ME 04854-3254 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eliza Perez 

Petaluma, CA 949524930 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

carrie whitley 

Henderson, NV 890114331 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Molly Morris 

Medford, OR 975018101 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Forbes 

,  V1L4N5 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Ricklefs 

Cedar Rapids, IA 52401 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Dinsmore 

Santa Cruz, CA 950623457 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie McNeill 

Angleton, TX 775154714 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

D. Beck 

Wilton, CA 956930969 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Schatz 

Quakertown, PA 189513827 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Olivia Smith 

Durham, NC 277075518 

"



Saskia Priftis 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Saskia Priftis 

,  49100 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andy Berkvist 

Northampton, MA 010602203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Sears 

Grand Rapids, MI 495467211 

"



Mike Peale 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Peale 

Aston, PA 19014 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Allen 

Candia, NH 030342509 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kyle Peterson 

Sterling Heights, MI 483135436 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Crombie 

Lanesville, IN 471369469 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Campbell 

Carleton, MI 481179585 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Coleman 

New Paltz, NY 125611304 

"



Nancy Lowe 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Lowe 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Ekin 

Rockbridge Baths, VA 244732307 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Niki Learn 

New Brunswick, NJ 089012721 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Wilson 

Corinth, TX 762103088 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Allyce Spindler 

Commack, NY 117254654 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Milstein 

Bellevue, WA 980062649 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

MINTA PHILLIPS 

Julian, NC 272839137 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kandice Bilisoly 

Colorado Springs, CO 809172181 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terri Gedo 

Los Angeles, CA 90045 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Green 

Pittsburgh, PA 152064048 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Raquel Buxton 

Houston, TX 770925434 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Blackwell-Marchant 

Castro Valley, CA 945521708 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Kimbell 

Eureka, NM 87144-1016 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ron Kucynski 

Maineville, OH 450397024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Buenrostro 

Los Angeles, CA 900111836 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

cathy crum 

Agoura Hills, CA 913013508 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan G Rives-Denight 

Pendleton, OR 978014452 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mostyn Thayer 

Port Saint Lucie, FL 349526530 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Kraus 

South Portland, ME 041066422 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Evens 

Intl Falls, MN 57073 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melinda Taylor 

Long Beach, CA 90914 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Hinton 

, England DE12 6RF 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Rosenthal 

Seattle, WA 981153244 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Sewell 

London,  HA2 9BA 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Hathaway 

San Antonio, TX 782171374 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Black 

Forest Hills, NY 113752252 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Genevieve Riber 

San Diego, CA 92103 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Bruce 

, Ontario L9Z 2G5 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Suzan Matero 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Casey Olson 

Harmony, MN 559396632 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Banks 

Playa Del Rey, CA 902937758 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Hoyt 

, California 90291 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Mattson 

Ashtabula, OH 440045757 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gerasimos Mantas 

,  m6p2t2 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Kjono 

Grand Forks, ND 582013102 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Delayne Auerbach 

Aptos, CA 950034256 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Fisher-Wirth 

Oxford, MS 386553220 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Samuel Durkin 

Fairfield, CA 945347400 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Kite 

Chittenango, NY 13037 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Swank 

Sinking Spring, PA 196081361 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Peterson 

Cloverdale, CA 95425 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

HEATHER CURLE 

Lake Elsinore, CA 925303537 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Arai 

Berkeley, CA 947021332 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Gordon 

Fort Lee, NJ 07024 

"



leslie slutz 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

leslie slutz 

Berkeley, CA 94703 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Todman 

Beverly Hills, CA 902102735 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Gannon 

Carmel, CA 93922-3724 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Kelly Krowne 

Wayland, MA 017783619 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Faith Chandler 

Houston, TX 77083 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Bowser 

Cleveland, OH 441182436 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kristy Kirkland 

Farmerville, LA 712415062 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Hall 

Camano Island, WA 982828217 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Barber 

Kissimmee, FL 33844 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

j, eggers 

Addy, WA 991019712 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Simon Kogucki 

La Grange Highlands, IL 605253806 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Anderson 

Stillwater, MN 550824358 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nicole Bickel 

Stockton, CA 952159604 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Grace Henning 

Penn Hills, PA 15235 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pela Tomasello 

Santa Cruz, CA 950622543 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Fernandez 

Whittier, CA 906051112 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Anderson 

Noblesville, IN 46062 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

LANCE BOGASH 

Lincoln University, PA 193521625 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Lievano 

Orlando, FL 328032034 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Saro Afonso 

, Madrid 35400 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Cook 

Austin, TX 787034944 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Selena Davila 

Lorain, OH 440551454 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Maynard 

Pacific Palisades, CA 902724241 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terri Haffner 

New Orleans, LA 701184224 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ruthanne Ranz-Appell 

Mill Valley, CA 949413936 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tori Myers 

Farmington, NM 874018700 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lenore Reeves 

Mokena, IL 604481368 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ada Southerland 

Chapel Hill, NC 275165439 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Smith 

Colorado Springs, CO 809184634 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Baldwin 

Sun City Center, FL 33523 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Karpel 

Saint Louis Park, MN 55305 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Josef Wyss-Lockner 

Gresham, OR 970801900 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Clerici 

Alexandria, VA 22302 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kay Martin 

Canonsburg, PA 153173136 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charlotte Weiss 

Albuquerque, NM 871061703 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Arvid Sorvari 

Emily, MN 564475101 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Soraya Mazarei 

Chevy Chase, MD 208155236 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Bernett 

Concord, NC 280278264 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phillip L Beckert 

Wayne, MI 481842737 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Keim 

Columbiaville, MI 484218808 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Malia Annis 

West Valley City, UT 841193724 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn King 

Downers Grove, IL 60515 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Covelli 

Tinley Park, IL 604771500 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Darling 

Albany, OR 973219537 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Paden 

Ashland, OR 975209372 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DEMILO WILLIAMS 

Columbus, GA 319063777 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Childs 

Seattle, WA 981181732 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment.  

There is to much pollution still going on now and it is not safe or healthy. It is dangerous and is causing 

issues and problems right now. The pollution is dangerous to the wildlife and marine life now. The 

pollution is dangerous to our coastal waters and the environment that these animals live in now. You so 

called government people have no idea the effects pollution causes in the air and in the coastal waters 

and in the environment and it kills the animals and our environment. Is this what you so called 

government people want to happen to the marine life, wildlife, coastal waters and our environment 

now is it? There has been pollution in our coastal waters mostly plastics and such. We are not here to 

play games now and we won't. We want to know why the polluters still get away with their actions and 

crimes now and we will. We want to know why there is still pollution in our coastal waters like plastics 

and trash now and we will. There is to much littering going on and yet nothing is being done about this 

now and why is that do tell? Littering is happening all around the world now and it is not good or smart 



at all. Pennsylvania has litter all over the highways and in fields and fences and other places and litters 

makes Pennsylvania an eye sore. I have seen what litters does and it makes the highways look trashy. 

Not enough is being done to get this trash out of our coastal waters and environment along with saving 

the marine life and the wildlife and their habitats now and we want to know why and we will. We can't 

have litter along the highways and in fields and on the fences and this is what Pennsylvania looks like 

and it makes Pennsylvania look bad. To many people litter and throw their litter out on the highways 

like cigarette butts, bags, cups and other things. What ever happened to keep America Beautiful and the 

laws do not work for polluters and litter bugs these days and why is that do tell? We all would like to 

hear that answer now and we will. We have been pushing to end pollution and litter bugs for sometime 

now and nothing has happened and why is that? There is not enough people picking up trash along the 

highways and fields and fences. Littering is a crime and yet it is not enforced enough now and we want 

to know why and we will. What laws we have do not work only for the criminals and why is that do tell? 

The polluters are criminals and yet they get away with their actions and crimes now. Litter bugs get 

away with their actions and crimes and why is that do tell? We will continue to keep the pressure on for 

as long as it takes now and we will. We want a litter free America and a litter free environment for all 

the marine life and wildlife and litter free coastal waters so that whales, dolphins, otters, sea turtles and 

marine life can swim without any issues and problems in our oceans and seas from now on and they will. 

We want to make sure that all cruise ships do not litter in our oceans and seas now or ever. We are here 

to protect the marine life now and we will. We are here to protect the environment and the wildlife and 

their habitats now and we will. Litter has been a problem for sometime now and we need to put litter in 

its place from now on and that means no litter on highways, fields, fences and other places and 

property. We need to keep our oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, creeks and streams clean of trash and litter 

now and we will. There will be no more plastics in our oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, creeks and streams 

from now on and there won't be. We don't want plastics to kill marine life and wildlife now and we 

don't. Plastics should all be recycled but they aren't and why is that do tell? There is not enough 

recycling places around and we want to know why and we will. Trash is all over the place. Think about 

the marine life and what it does to these animals which causes death!  

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Johns 

Harrisburg, PA 171095486 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynette Waddick 

Westminster, CO 800214359 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Shaw 

Raleigh, NC 276148578 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Evelyn Bailey 

Tijeras, NM 870597806 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lara Sinkovich 

Los Angeles, CA 900421996 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annie Dwight 

Key Largo, FL 330375282 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Morgan 

Bellingham, WA 982266617 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janis Heitz 

Santa Fe, NM 875049627 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Ã€rmstrong 

Wellesley, MA 024825929 

"



Carole Henry 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Henry 

Seabeck, WA 98380 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Bryson 

Columbia, MD 210461024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ada rippberger 

Albuquerque, NM 871041019 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Lanka 

Maricopa, AZ 851385243 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frances Narayan 

Mesa, AZ 852103722 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Fanny Whitman 

Westport Point, MA 027910191 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Kovalcik 

Redmond, WA 980538100 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Girgenti 

Danbury, CT 068116725 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Glinkman 

Boulder, CO 803025810 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ramsay Weit 

Portland, OR 972191623 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael A. Johnston 

San Diego, CA 921766321 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John DeYoung 

Brentwood, CA 945131897 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

liz Larner 

Los Angeles, CA 900653203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Leff 

Gulfport, MS 39503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Heller 

Chicago, IL 606453216 

"



Diana M. Williams 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph And Diane Willliams 

Lacey, WA 98503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Burke 

Perry Hall, MD 211289435 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elisabeth Youngclaus 

East Chatham, NY 120602214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Tack 

Sutton, VT 5867 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Umphries 

Tucson, AZ 857499336 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Heather Woodman 

Orlando, FL 328253747 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Mendez 

Peoria, AZ 853822558 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Turner 

Leicester, NC 287486386 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Glenda V 

Miami, FL 331254525 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brooks Obr 

Coralville, IA 52241 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Jeffrey 

Johnston, RI 029192814 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Rozler 

Seattle, WA 981033121 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Bartley 

Brooklyn, NY 112044063 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Stehle 

Fuquay Varina, NC 275266935 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Josie Bedore 

Gaithersburg, MD 208782091 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

mel jordan 

Austin, TX 787341817 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Wood 

Ukiah, CA 954828340 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shirl Atwell 

Louisville, KY 402061435 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JOAN KENNY 

Lecompton, KS 660504067 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

graciela ramirez 

Eureka, CA 955027033 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hania Accary 

Los Angeles, CA 900172216 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Read 

Phoenix, AZ 850167929 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Williamson 

Camp Hill, PA 170113617 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Cataldo 

New York, NY 10012-3680 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eilene Janke 

Tucson, AZ 857111249 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hattie Robinson 

Lake Worth, FL 334638215 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Walter 

Seattle, WA 98115 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Warner Smith 

Eugene, OR 97401 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Boyd 

Escondido, CA 920274064 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ginny Johnson 

Mountain Lakes, NJ 070461451 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne C. 

Holly Springs, NC 275407670 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Natalie Redding 

Lawrence, KS 660442246 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Raskin 

Palm Desert, CA 922110985 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Helming 

Madison, WI 43229 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Beaulaurier 

Placerville, CA 956678823 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Weathersbee 

Gilbert, AZ 852977743 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Sutton 

Paola, KS 66071 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DIANA DRING 

Arlington, TX 760133470 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Costanzo 

Louisville, KY 402423461 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Davies 

Kirkwood, MO 631221233 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kely Lawler 

Grimes, IA 501112312 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica S 

, OH 27513 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lore Snell 

Trinidad, CA 955700037 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eileen Geoghegan 

Sherborn, MA 017701320 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemary Noellert 

Mckinleyville, CA 955196409 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

marilyn daniels 

Scottsdale, AZ 852668866 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

B E Baldwin 

Long Beach, CA 908143221 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Terflinger 

Jurupa Valley, CA 917522605 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julia Cornacchia 

Lake Orion, MI 483623246 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanine Mielke 

Columbia, MO 652027889 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Moore 

Electric City, WA 99123 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Astaunda 

San Diego, CA 921293016 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Hartley 

Arlington, VA 222071210 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Bender-Baird 

Lake Oswego, OR 970356576 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Jakopak 

Scotland, SD 570590381 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

walter mitchell 

MOUNT JACKSON, VA 22842 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Hansen 

Bergen, IA 50630 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Sanchez 

,  22310 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

lawrence adrian 

Durham, NC 277132769 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Potts 

Sun City West, AZ 853755853 

"



b mielke 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

b mielke 

Columbia, MO 65202 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carlene Estacion 

Sedona, AZ 863390882 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species and 

that has to stop. Only one in three of these whales survive birth. They are starving because of the lack of 

salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Meg Chrisler 

Lynchburg, VA 245021713 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Cunningham 

Pine Bluff, AR 716038537 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Lowenthal 

New York, NY 11205 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tara Duval 

Austin, TX 78749 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christina DeGus 

Chandler, AZ 852484294 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Shillito 

Portage, MI 490021463 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Barbee 

Chula Vista, CA 919106241 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Castellano-Usery 

Brunswick, ME 040112518 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Strijek 

Palm Springs, CA 922621237 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gretchen Messer 

Cedar Mountain, NC 287189118 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Brabham 

Richmond, CA 948041313 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Laursen 

,  V8A0L1 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judi Calvi 

Holiday, FL 346918733 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margie Pratchenko 

Medford, OR 975049366 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Gehri-Bergman 

Puyallup, WA 983711940 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Wood 

Monroe, NJ 088316694 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Dabe 

Versailles, OH 453801349 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Jeniker 

Seattle, WA 981174110 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amanda Don 

Albuquerque, NM 871064415 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Frantz 

Princeton Junction, NJ 085505323 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Clark 

Indianapolis, IN 462286711 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rose Rohrer 

Spokane, WA 992084033 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Roberts 

Sandy, UT 840931203 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Taylor 

Fort Myers, FL 339075224 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Levin 

Portland, OR 972132415 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Graves 

Alexandria, VA 223091130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bennett Stromberg 

Pembroke Pines, FL 330262308 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Peck 

Niagara Falls, NY 143053228 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Meredith Mohr 

Elkton, MD 21921 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Candice Herman 

Long Beach, NY 115610702 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Erika Agnew 

Asheville, NC 288063113 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Dennard 

Santa Fe, NM 875081404 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Lewis 

Midlothian, IL 604450576 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shawnee English 

,  88007 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Baker 

Aurora, CO 800141817 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

PETER RING-REVOTSKIE 

San Rafael, CA 949014417 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shiela Cockshott 

Belmont, CA 94002-3019 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Clutts 

Columbia, MD 21044 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Kolber 

Dresher, PA 19025 1909 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Hiscock 

La Peche, -Select- J0X3K0 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Kunsch 

Attleboro, MA 027032827 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Victor 

Port Saint Lucie, FL 349535252 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Brown 

Lake Worth Beach, FL 33460 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Soozi MacLeod 

Hopkins, MN 553433916 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

maribeth graham 

Delaware, OH 430151529 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Dochnahl 

Sequim, WA 983828337 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Paquette 

HOUSTON, TX 77077 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bryant Stewart 

Erving, MA 013449722 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Blake Jensen 

Reno, NV 895062169 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Kirsh 

Shrewsbury, NJ 077024133 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Monika Winchester 

Durham, NC 277122214 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Davis 

, England NG6 9HN 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

nobleen fannemel 

Peoria, AZ 853828374 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Glowinski 

NEW YORK, NY 10029 

"



Gary Thomasson 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Thomasson 

Montesano, WA 98563 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paige Temple 

Chicago, IL 606453323 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

walter Jeffery 

Pittsburgh, PA 152432040 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Miller 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Scharnagel 

Concord, CA 945203314 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Godwin 

Auburn, WA 98092 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kristie Garcia 

Columbia, MD 210455149 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Bohn 

Ramsey, MN 55403 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Carver 

Portland, OR 972117206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Don Irvine 

Mobile, AL 366933032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Flor Aguirre 

SAN JUAN, PR 00926 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Solissa Romenski 

,  H4K 1P2 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Mieszala 

Gurnee, IL 600315310 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Braune 

Madison, WI 537045753 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Lake 

Carlsbad, CA 920114648 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Whitney Hendrix 

Indian Trail, NC 280793748 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vienne Busschae 

Norfolk, VA 235184605 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Normand Dufresne 

Pahoa, HI 967780587 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jen Frank 

Sherrills Ford, NC 286737865 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alexis LaMere 

Elon, NC 272449518 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathrin Dodds 

Mission, TX 785736029 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Hill 

El Sobrante, CA 948031115 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Clayton 

Troy, NY 12180 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

tracy greenwood 

Normandy Park, WA 981664137 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nuno DamiÃ£o 

Bellmead, TX 2700-298 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dara Canada 

Farragut, TN 379343979 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Korsunsky 

Salem, OR 973023956 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Deits 

Madison, WI 53713 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Irene Martone 

North Arlington, NJ 070318211 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chad Johnson 

Sylmar, CA 913425162 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julia N Allen PhD DVM 

Edmonds, WA 980202903 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Morris 

Richmond, VA 232331742 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Halpern 

Seattle, WA 981182558 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judy McDonald 

Victor, CO 808600225 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roger Lamoni 

Salt Lake City, UT 841242058 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Albert Lapidus 

Houston, TX 770622332 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Tandy 

Oakland, CA 946115637 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Hewitt 

Alton,  GU34 2RB 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chaz Swingle 

New York, NY 100222231 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Veronica Bourassa 

Evensville, TN 373323269 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Elgood 

, England DE56 2HQ 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Johnstone 

Hollywood, MD 206363044 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Bryant 

Grand Prairie, TX 750524419 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alson Sachs 

Seesen, MA 38723 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Massey 

San Jacinto, CA 925823879 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Kelly 

Ventura, CA 930038260 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Dugger 

Archer, FL 326182126 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Veronica Blake 

Port Huron, MI 480601822 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Chase 

Concord, CA 945191436 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Romans 

Libertyville, IL 60048-5238 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Bane 

La Honda, CA 940200012 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Kunzman 

New Albany, IN 471504441 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alexis Grone 

Oceanside, CA 920581727 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nina Hamilton 

Pittsburgh, PA 152322113 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ingrid Newstadt 

Los Angeles, CA 900655060 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Neil Prater 

Jackson, TN 38305 

"



Gayle Kerr 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gayle Kerr 

Ketchum, ID 83340 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Ann Cole 

Santa Barbara, CA 931032135 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Markley 

Pahoa, HI 967781668 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Krinke 

Saint Paul, MN 551045130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Koehler 

Comstock Park, MI 493219500 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Bishop 

Lewisburg, PA 178379305 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Kerr 

Butler, PA 160011341 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Brodlie 

Weston, CT 068831709 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

JoAnne Treybig 

El Campo, TX 774374976 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Erickson 

Tucson, AZ 857438330 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

jack wyatt 

Alexandria, VA 223091817 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Ferma 

Ellicott City, MD 210421206 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin Carlson 

Chicago, IL 606264296 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Floyd Wood 

,  20111 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

m Rasmussen 

Pensacola, FL 325047327 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Merrill 

Newbury Park, CA 913204804 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Kukulski 

Cary, IL 60013 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Baker 

Thornton, CO 802293990 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Markoe 

Watsonville, CA 950762223 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

PAMELA BELLO 

Los Alamos, NM 875442197 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madeline Helbraun 

Falls Church, VA 220424024 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Phillips 

Chappell Hill, TX 774260454 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Grindl Dockery 

Liverpool,  L17 9PP 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Ellison 

Denver, CO 80247-1218 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Edelen 

Louisville, KY 402191909 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frederick Halper 

Downers Grove, IL 605155013 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Zappala 

Farmingdale, NY 11735-5544 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Lambros 

Seattle, WA 981174444 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margret Cifaldi 

Las Vegas, NV 891474228 

"



Frank Herda 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Herda 

Parma Heights, OH 44130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn Oswald 

Farmington, NH 038354306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lorry Goldman 

Beverly Hills, CA 902121671 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Wohlberg 

Richfield, MN 554232623 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Herndobler 

Pasadena, CA 911061319 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Abigail Smith 

Downingtown, PA 19335 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Graham Mott 

Lakewood, CO 802262869 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathie West 

Chehalis, WA 985324002 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Natacha Lascano 

Rocklin, CA 95765 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ida Foster 

Mountain Top, PA 187079519 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jordan Hunter 

Green Valley, AZ 856142724 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Field 

Shrewsbury, MA 015455748 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Nardell 

Longmont, CO 805043017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jude Brennan 

San Francisco, CA 941162341 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Crookston 

Akron, OH 44305 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Dekanich 

Maryville, TN 378043570 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Wagner 

Madison, WI 537112941 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maryhellen Segatta 

Fonte Nuova (Rome), AL 00013 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Shockley 

Minneapolis, MN 554143512 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William McLaughlin 

Philadelphia, PA 19148-1564 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Reynolds 

Springfield, VA 221502412 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Hanna 

Englewood, CO 801132810 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dick Rhindress 

Stephentown, NY 121680387 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas Sturm 

Wheaton, IL 601898503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alice West 

Portland, OR 972152646 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Graham Danzer 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Callaghan 

Seattle, WA 06515 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Stuart 

Auburn, MA 015012637 

"



Debra G Nedeau 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Nedeau 

Rapid River, MI 49878 

"



Hilary Greif 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Hilary Greif 

East Windsor, NJ 08520 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Noreen Lassandrello 

Hinsdale, IL 605212819 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Lowrie 

Ingleside, TX 783624657 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Bowden 

New York, NY 100039307 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Koshlap 

Raleigh, NC 276136909 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Randal James 

Mingo Junction, OH 439381453 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Miriam Baum 

Alta Loma, CA 917013111 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Frascone 

Dallas, OR 97338 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

J S 

Middleton, WI 53562 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Nelson 

Moorhead, MN 565603450 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Rothauser 

Bradenton, FL 342034037 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Gibson 

Ashland, OR 975201725 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Sansone 

Northbrook, IL 600622102 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

SHIRLEY Borrero 

Pittsfield, MA 012012503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stacey McIsaac 

Buffalo, NY 142273169 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Allison Zafiratos 

Fishers, IN 46038-9243 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mervin Paulson 

Nashville, TN 372171612 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

R. Thorne 

Elgin, IL 601231106 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Coffey 

Langley, WA 982608222 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

pierrette foucher 

, Morbihan 56400 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Igor Tandetnik 

Forest Hills, NY 113753925 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bryon Sundberg 

Durham, NC 277139760 

"



Scott Sasso 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Sasso 

Brooklyn, NY 11215 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

meredith ryan 

Kingwood, TX 77339 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie S 

Beverly Hills, CA 90211-2216 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Erickson 

Minneapolis, MN 554061082 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ron Lockyear 

,  30157 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Ellis 

Cotopaxi, CO 812238680 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Botts 

Lawrence, KS 660442317 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madeline Silbey 

New York, NY 20912 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Rule 

Scottsdale, AZ 85258-4763 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Peterson 

Oconomowoc, WI 530662821 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joann Aurand 

Pittsburgh, PA 152064271 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Annie Caton 

Brenham, TX 778337102 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Erma Cornett 

Mechanicsville, VA 23230 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Madalynn Carey 

San Antonio, TX 782301331 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic wash 

water that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended particulate 

matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the marine creatures 

that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber wash water while any ship is 

docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the discharge of exhaust gas 

scrubber wash water from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mel Richard Kahrs 

Landrum, SC 293569463 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

michael defroand 

, England ip7 5sx 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Stoesz 

San Diego, CA 921045102 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susanne Jackson 

North Hollywood, CA 91606 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Koshak 

Larsen, WI 549479575 

"



Appuyer les modifications proposÃ©es au protocole dâ€™entente sur les croisiÃ¨res de 2021 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

MARTINE MASSA 

nice, AL 06100 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Kuc 

Camp Hill, PA 170118363 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sherri Dysart 

Shelton, WA 985848710 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

diane cote 

Leesburg, FL 347489075 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Coleman 

Oakland, CA 946115098 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Len & sofia Austin 

Centre Hall, PA 168289012 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janis Snead 

Parker, CO 801347618 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Watts 

Auburn, AL 368306922 

"



Mashelle Boswell, LCSW 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mashelle Boswell 

Bountiful, UT 84010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Gilbert 

Oakville, IA 526468005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Rice 

Portland, ME 041013599 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemary Futrovsky 

North Potomac, MD 208782565 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ellen Sweeney 

Hull, MA 020452715 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joy Smiley 

Levittown, NY 117561130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Arlene C. Van Craeynest 

Novato, CA 949473004 

"



Sharon Divis 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Divis 

Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John McDermott 

State College, PA 16801 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Bankey 

Thiells, NY 109841417 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Antonio Gonzalez 

Miami, FL 331265900 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Rivers 

Adams Center, NY 136062188 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rita La Face 

La Crescenta, CA 912143901 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Yerger 

Germantown, WI 530225375 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Batten 

Merrick, NY 11566 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carroll Abshier 

Lakewood, CA 907131510 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Meredith Needham 

Granville, OH 43023 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Addabbo 

Las Vegas, NV 891031160 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Casper 

Stevens Point, WI 54481 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Ayala 

Bakersfield, CA 933064168 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Benjamin Crudup 

Frisco, TX 750345504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Agnes Saxon 

Whitehaven,  CA288PH 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rabea Chaudhry 

Miramar, FL 330274975 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jaime Mendoza 

Modesto, CA 953500504 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria White 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Koch 

Burlingame, CA 940103306 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Centineo 

New York, NY 101285035 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Kay 

Santa Barbara, CA 931082427 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Rensch 

Saint Helens, OR 970512933 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joanna Johnson 

Richmond, CA 948051606 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rod Cornelius 

Sacramento, CA 95833 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sierra Morris 

Saint Paul, MN 55130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Zoe Strassfield 

Water Mill, NY 119761429 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Ott 

Orbisonia, PA 172430005 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jackie Pomies 

San Francisco, CA 941221334 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

MaryKay NeumannDuncan 

San Antonio, TX 78258 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Geneva Bonhote 

Santa Ana, CA 927063542 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Weissman 

Candler, NC 287159454 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Terrell 

Cameron, NC 283268922 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Manulik 

Austin, TX 787532207 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Tamuts 

Mays Landing, NJ 083304147 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Vazquez 

Sacramento, CA 958643015 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Kunkel 

Portland, OR 972035021 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Standridge 

Big Pine, CA 935130783 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Cieplinski 

Reading, PA 196061652 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Gross 

Pinckneyville, IL 622743500 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shirley Napps 

Scottsville, VA 245904114 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Briony Keith 

Stow, MA 01775 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Lacoste 

Browns Valley, CA 959180342 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Bava 

Paeonian Springs, VA 201291841 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Curt Anderson 

Brown Deer, WI 532232249 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marcy Gordon 

Brooklyn, NY 112335969 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mirella Rothengatter 

,  7424 CD 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Crawford 

Anchorage, AK 995076814 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ELIZABETH DAILEY 

Minneapolis, MN 554053201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Towne 

Chicago, IL 606103360 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound -- I strongly support them. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Dungan-Levant 

Cambridge, MA 02140-2735 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Prem Chetan 

SOUTH HAVEN, KS 67140 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mathew Redfern 

Hailsham, AL BN245GP 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Flannigan 

Vallejo, CA 94590 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Nicovich 

Biloxi, MS 395303656 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sam Butler 

Los Angeles, CA 90045 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Robinson 

Ridgecrest, CA 935553947 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan Tachibana 

Los Angeles, CA 900255904 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Stevenson 

,  78703 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

John Beamer 

Curtice, OH 434129613 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

fran malsheimer 

Lindenhurst, NY 117570115 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne West 

Southampton,  so32 2bb 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Elin Guthrie 

Los Angeles, CA 900192838 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Petra Baker 

,  76549 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

lisa maker 

Concord, CA 945203756 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Vasil 

Austin, TX 787523334 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Hunt 

Normal, IL 617611951 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rene McIntyre 

San Francisco, CA 941022876 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Ross 

Santa Cruz, CA 950623613 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stacey Han 

Oakland, CA 946101107 

"



Donna June Olsen 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Olsen 

Grand Forks, ND 58201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sybille Fassbender 

Mendig, AL 56743 

"



frances drescher 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Frances Drescher 

Wallingford, CT 064923953 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nadia Diaz 

Midland, TX 797013102 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Arendt 

Smyrna, DE 19977 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

CAROL THOMPSON 

Jamaica Plain, MA 02130 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Hinshaw 

Inkster, MI 481411033 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mina Lee 

Los Angeles, CA 90046 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Hernandez 

Corona, CA 928813743 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Dawson 

Muncie, IN 47303 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Harper 

Los Angeles, CA 900491220 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Leonard Jay Hastings 

Manchester, MI 481580427 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Eisenhardt 

Sparta, NJ 078712636 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Bellas 

Pittsburgh, PA 152111337 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Miller 

Chino Valley, AZ 863238673 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Rodriguez 

Airmont, NY 109523807 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Levine-Blonder 

Woodland Hills, CA 91364 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Nikas 

Ipswich, MA 019382101 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Kelly 

Pahoa, HI 967780800 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kim nero 

Costa Mesa, CA 926277600 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Anderson 

Narberth, PA 190721804 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Mckinstry 

Whitestone, NY 11357 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Erin McCarty 

Solana Beach, CA 920752301 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gabrielle Miller 

San Angelo, TX 76901 

"



Susan Hubbs 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Hubbs 

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Waite 

Golden, CO 804020193 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ivalee Wilson 

Tucson, AZ 857451002 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tia Pearson 

Wahiawa, HI 967868563 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Grobman 

Santa Cruz, CA 95062 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Liptow 

Farmington, MI 483363943 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Penn Patton 

Arcadia, CA 910076274 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Silva Harr 

Concord, CA 94521 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angie True 

Tijeras, NM 870598001 

"



Rosalie Kadlubowski 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosalie Kadlubowski 

Marinette, WI 541439646 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Castro 

Kearny, NJ 07032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Joyner 

Greeley, CO 80634 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jerry Rees 

Leawood, KS 662061904 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Raymond Marshall 

Foresthill, CA 956319201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Popiel 

Norwood, PA 190741521 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Crowley 

Olympia, WA 985013584 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Callie Riley 

Citrus Heights, CA 956102514 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Toukan 

Boulder, CO 803042633 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary HIll 

Catlettsburg, KY 411298812 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Marshall 

,  Se228jh 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Schell 

East Wenatchee, WA 988028342 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Docherty 

Boyes Hot Springs, CA 954161613 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Todd Scofield 

Lacey, WA 985165772 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Blansett 

Four Oaks, NC 27524 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Weaver 

,  80104 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lloyd Ibert 

New York, NY 100236508 

"



Laura Riley 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Riley 

Citrus Heights, CA 95610-2514 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Perkinson 

Coos Bay, OR 974204470 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bonita Koenig 

Eugene, OR 974026499 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

DEBRA LENZI 

PACIFICA, CA 94044 

"



Erdal Errol Aksoy 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Erdal Aksoy 

Lake Forest, CA 92630 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Thornton 

Fort Worth, TX 761115958 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Pec Indman 

San Jose, CA 95129 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rev. Maurice Hagen 

Rochester, MN 55906 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

George Simmons 

Green River, WY 829355824 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Levin 

Scituate, MA 020664831 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Edele Heath 

Englewood, CO 801124666 

"



Brandy Schumacher 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brandy Schumacher 

Citrus Heights, CA 95610-2514 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Chan 

Westford, MA 018863129 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen Webb 

Chatham, VA 245313010 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Barthelow 

Auburn, CA 956029314 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Van Nada 

Moultrie, GA 317881584 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Toni Daniels 

Fort Thomas, KY 410754017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janeene Porcher 

Golden, CO 804016804 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Wilbanks 

Dallas, TX 752431370 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Vollmar 

Toledo, OH 436063141 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lena Mamleeva 

,  14480 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Goemmer 

Schertz, TX 781542736 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Jones 

Mequon, WI 530972303 

"



Mary L Reichley 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Reichley 

Las Vegas, NV 89134-8832 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tiffany Englander 

Greenbelt, MD 207701617 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Svadlenka 

Wilsonville, OR 970708761 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Natacha MacGregor 

Mission Viejo, CA 926923003 

"



NICHOLAS J STARTARE 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

NICHOLAS STARTARE 

Lawnside, NJ 08045 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lorelei Allen 

East Hartford, CT 061181820 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Renae Beeker 

Salisbury, NC 281477824 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Keoughan 

Woods Hole, MA 02540 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Klucsar 

Minneapolis, MN 554494926 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Opal Baker 

East Point, GA 303442773 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tracey Katsouros 

Waldorf, MD 206013322 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Day 

Lyle, WA 986359416 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Yvette Castro 

Panorama City, CA 914023823 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Riney 

Juliette, GA 310464224 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Stone 

Houston, TX 770962107 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Herschel Flowers 

Kansas City, MO 641523240 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Hayes 

Napa, CA 945580258 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Loisann Sciarrillo 

Schertz, TX 781082330 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Charlene Maker 

Little Compton, RI 028371549 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Siemucha 

Hecla, SD 574468055 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas Cooke 

Brooklyn, NY 112096243 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rev Richard Pyke 

Fountain Hills, AZ 852684493 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Francoise Dutot 

,  07600 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanine Greene 

Tucson, AZ 857424458 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Andrews 

Portland, OR 972322495 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Pepler 

,  74057 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brandon Perras 

Providence, RI 02908 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Niamh Butler 

Montrose, NY 105481018 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Saula Siegel 

Jamaica, NY 114323013 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lucia Matteucci 

San Giuliano terme, MN 56017 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

William Marsico 

Lakeland, FL 33813 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Harriet Milker 

Redding, CA 960493953 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Boren 

Raymond, NH 030772359 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Al Krause 

New York, NY 100256931 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Redemer 

Snoqualmie, WA 980659675 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Kim 

Santa Clara, CA 950510968 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Wiley 

Tampa, FL 336241074 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Goebel 

Austin, TX 75701 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sheela Amembal 

Newtown, CT 064702501 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Della Hamlin 

Joplin, MO 648043172 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Castells 

Whitehouse Station, NJ 088893101 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Louis Dematteis 

San Francisco, CA 941103626 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gela Fogle 

Greenville, SC 296156168 

"



Marsha Wagner 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Wagner 

Owosso, MI 48867 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bertha Guzior 

Marietta, GA 300644198 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Williamson 

Belding, MI 48809 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Quinn 

Phoenix, AZ 850516514 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marie Corr 

Dubuque, IA 520037911 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mykel Reese 

Tucson, AZ 857421213 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Preston Fine 

Eudora, KS 660258125 

"



Thomas CAREY 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas CAREY 

Levittown, PA 19055 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Badger 

Carmel, NY 105125859 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Chisholm 

Whitefish, MT 599372817 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

jeremy fryberger 

Ketchum, ID 833404740 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Nicki Marx 

Taos, NM 875716238 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Helene Block 

,  20879 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

cecilia nevel 

Clearwater, FL 337551043 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Lauterbach 

,  55543 

"



Creagh Burns Shawe 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Creagh Shawe 

Gilbert, AZ 85296 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Edelen 

Louisville, KY 402191909 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

BeckyJ James 

Houston, TX 770893505 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Gricevich 

Edwardsville, IL 620252317 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at very serious risk. The cruise industry carelessly dumping its 

scrubber washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic 

species. The warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. 

They are starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only 

making matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have carelessly polluted our air, water, and climate all over the world. 

They have repeatedly made choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of 

the proposed amendments to the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you for your attention to this critical matter. 

The oceans, wildlife, and our entire planet are depending on you to make this a priority!  

Sincerely, 

Ashley Hathaway, NTP, CGP 

San Francisco, CA 941312929 

"



Jennifer Gregory 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Gregory 

Newport News, VA 23601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stan Polinsky 

Trenton, SC 29847-2117 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Gecas 

Oakland, CA 946113212 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

F Kathryn Cathell 

Wilmington, DE 198034945 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

michael villanova 

Niskayuna, NY 123091649 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Justin Meyer 

Chippewa Fls, WI 547299016 

"



David Glynn Smith 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Smith 

Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ava Butler 

Tucson, AZ 857164849 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound.  I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk.  The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

d carr 

Hanover, NH 037552027 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Harper-France 

Duluth, MN 558115542 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marguerite Fortin 

Greendale, WI 531292734 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Gese 

Ione, WA 991390623 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Van Dien 

Naples, FL 341197505 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terri Fulton 

Ventura, CA 93001 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

suzanne Devaux 

, Wallonie 7350 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Dr Terry Malone 

Santa Fe, NM 875073072 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Garofalo 

Belford, NJ 077181168 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

N Henning 

Irvine, CA 926500001 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Kassis 

Roseville, CA 956781000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lupe Torre 

St Petersburg, FL 337012832 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Bell 

Washington, DC 20002 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Plagmann 

Boulder, CO 803043255 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Human 

West Vancouver,  V7V1B4 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Smith 

North Bend, WA 980459423 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeremy Rossman 

Northbrook, IL 600625502 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Johnson 

Denver, CO 802212547 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Eila Kokkinen 

Saugerties, NY 124771944 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

David Jackson 

Battle Creek, MI 490148525 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Ross 

turriff, AL AB53 5YG 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Tedesco 

Tucson, AZ 857187307 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

rose shulman 

Traphill, NC 286858735 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Wright 

Sacramento, CA 95835 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Liam O'Brien 

Lunenburg, MA 014621466 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mika Gentili-Lloyd 

Hillsboro, OR 971246713 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

J P McHale  

Sincerely, 

James McHale 

North Wales, PA 194542201 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Mayfield 

DENVER, CO 80220 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Bengel 

Wendell, NC 275919713 

"



Sergio Solis 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sergio Solis 

Miami, FL 33165 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Vitale 

Berryville, VA 226112058 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Todd Boerger 

Hattiesburg, MS 39402 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Winton 

Taylors, SC 296875537 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

bob rodgers 

Brush Prairie, WA 986063406 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Oliver 

Abilene, TX 796012519 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

mary kessler 

West Jordan, UT 840812738 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Russel Sher 

Van Nuys, CA 914014347 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marc Lionetti 

Austin, TX 787042352 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Parvin 

Salem, OR 973014373 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Urias 

Seattle, WA 981253705 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Morgan 

Madison, WI 537163227 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jody Goldstein 

Rochester, MN 559048677 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

dANIEL FIGUEROA 

Mesa, AZ 852105378 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Nichols 

Berryville, VA 22611 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Spencer 

Spring, TX 773813296 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Don COTE 

Geneva, IL 601343528 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tina Arnold 

Rio Vista, CA 945712124 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Barker 

San Rafael, CA 949032446 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan Abrams 

New Rochelle, NY 10805 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Antonina Scalera 

Altadena, CA 910012316 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Aimee Bartelt 

Clifton Springs, NY 144321168 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Casey 

Petaluma, CA 94954 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

amy hanley 

Downers Grove, IL 605154248 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Light 

Irvine, CA 92612 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

CHRISTINE KLEIN 

Bothell, WA 980219269 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Silinonte 

Austin, TX 787445500 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Shipma 

Columbia, MO 652016215 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Petra Mann 

Seattle, WA 98103 

"



James Sliger 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

James Sliger 

Houston, TX 77065-4048 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tara Becsey 

Indianapolis, IN 462342236 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Toth 

Ashland, OR 975203544 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kara Davis 

Helena, AL 350803327 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Tonge 

Salt Lake City, UT 841035503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Peltz 

, California 94947 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber wash 

water into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic wash 

water that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended particulate 

matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the marine creatures 

that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber wash water while any ship is 

docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the discharge of exhaust gas 

scrubber wash water from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Daniels 

Oak Point, TX 750682254 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Melina Paris 

Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 902751340 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Vega 

Campbell, CA 950082948 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Cairns 

West Hartford, CT 061191734 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Aydinyan 

Gambier, OH 430225002 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

patricia moon 

Macedon, NY 14502 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Eldridge 

Bellingham, WA 98290 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kiran Annavarapu 

Los Angeles, CA 900660235 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ashley Storey 

Ferndale, MI 482203330 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Barr 

Kansas City, MO 641181039 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chip Leavitt 

Silver City, NM 880618875 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Derin Parker 

Watkinsville, GA 306773866 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Baines 

Birmingham,  B13 9ED 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemary Busterna 

Albuquerque, NM 871206803 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Giguere 

Belle Mead, NJ 085025426 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

lisa bass 

St Johns, FL 322598650 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ROBERT STANLEY 

Highland Park, IL 600355513 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tom McNeely 

Bellingham, WA 98225 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Zara 

Port Royal, SC 299351906 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Craig Kleber 

Los Angeles, CA 900493805 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Moskow 

Wilton, CT 068971601 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Boxall 

Cary, NC 275139641 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Levicke 

Valley Village, CA 916071612 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Warner 

Waynesboro, PA 172682625 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Stephan 

Columbia Station, OH 44028 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Covi Lopez 

Naples, FL 34117 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

brian rutkin 

Culver City, CA 902303741 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

WILLIAM WERLE 

San Francisco, CA 941222932 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Maestas 

Glendale, AZ 853033519 

"



Shay Krasner 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Shay Krasner 

Leander, TX 78641 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Taylor Broadard 

New York, NY 10032 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Sullivan 

Oak Harbor, WA 982774556 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Bey 

Stevens Point, WI 544814816 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth Potts 

Edgewater, MD 210372916 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vernon DeWitt 

Jonestown, TX 786452904 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Bellevue 

Sarasota, FL 342326826 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemary Ward 

Greenville, MS 387016438 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

kristi smith 

Savannah, GA 314068905 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Rodie 

Winston Salem, NC 271012623 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Marnie Niosi 

Littleton, CO 80127 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Hoffer 

Kutztown, PA 19530 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Collette Castro 

Rough And Ready, CA 959759631 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julian Williams 

Atlanta, GA 303243803 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Evelyn Och 

Pittsburgh, PA 152322500 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Douglas 

Grayson, KY 411431758 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Bibi Prival 

Brooklyn, NY 11205 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Pharis 

,  97045 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan W. 

San Antonio, TX 782405417 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rhiannon Gillespie 

El Cerrito, CA 945301503 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Mould 

,  st48lf 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Aimee Martz dick 

,  80863 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Lois Bourinskie 

Vancouver, WA 98685 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Goetz 

Lexington, KY 405169698 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Gastelo 

San Fernando, CA 913402411 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Scanlon 

Fayetteville, NY 13066 

"



nanette saucedo 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

nanette saucedo 

Otter Lake, MI 48464 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

dorinda kelley 

Portland, OR 972133016 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Julius Anderson 

Brooklyn, NY 112180179 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Hong 

La Crescenta, CA 912144207 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Carey 

Oceanside, CA 92054-3663 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

rosli omar 

Kuala Lumpur, Other 60000 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Sebanc 

Lawrence, KS 66046 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

R W 

Westminster, CO 800304218 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rian Keller 

Cincinnati, OH 452232030 

"



Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

"Evan Dobrowski 

Department of Ecology; Water Quality Program 

3190 160th Ave SE 

Bellevue, WA 98008 

Subject: Support Proposed 2021 Cruise MOU Amendments 

Thank you for the proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU in Puget Sound. I strongly support the two 

proposed amendments to the Cruise MOU. 

The Southern Resident Killer Whales are at serious risk. The cruise industry dumping its scrubber 

washwater into MOU waters in Washington State is exacerbating the threats to this iconic species. The 

warning signs for this species are sounding the alarm bells, only one in three survive birth. They are 

starving with lack of salmon. They are stressed and hungry, and the cruise industry is only making 

matters worse.  

The significant majority of scrubbers used by the cruise industry are open-loop and emit acidic 

washwater that is warmer than ambient sea water and contains heavy metals, PAHs, suspended 

particulate matter, and nitrates, all of which are very harmful to the marine environment and the 

marine creatures that inhabit it. The Port of Seattle has banned the discharge of scrubber washwater 

while any ship is docked as of January 1, 2021 and I support the implementation of a ban on the 

discharge of exhaust gas scrubber washwater from all scrubber types, including bleed off or sludges, in 

MOU waters.  

I also support the amendment proposed by the Department of Ecology to incorporate the Vessel 

Sewage No Discharge Zone (NDZ) for Puget Sound into the MOU to reflect the Washington state NDZ 

regulation. The NDZ protects Puget Sound, orcas and other marine mammals, as well as protecting 

human health from the harmful pollutants in sewage from vessels. 

Over the years, cruise companies have polluted our air, water, and climate. They have repeatedly made 

choices that put the health of the planet at risk. Please implement both of the proposed amendments to 

the cruise MOU for the sake of endangered orcas and our environment. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Lipman 

Bronx, NY 104711004 

"

 


